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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid." 
Millions haven't 
filed taxes yet 
By Maura Possley 
City editor 
The days remaining to file tax 
returns are dwindling, but with 
Internet filing available, procras-
tinators can still get returns in on 
time. 
As of April 11 , 3.4 million 
returns had been received at 
www.ILtax.com; however, a total 
of 5.7 million are expected to be 
received, Debbie Best, 
spokesperson for the Illinois 
Department of Revenue, said 
Thursday. 
"We've got a Jot yet to go," she 
said. "This week we have extend-
ed hours for those individuals 
who need it." 
Filing tax returns by phone 
or electronically will speed up 
the process and get returns 
back within one week, Best 
said. 
"E lectronic filers get their 
refunds fast, as quickly as one 
week when they have their 
refunds direct deposited," Glen 
Bower, director of revenue, said 
in a press release. 
The extended hours are 
Friday and Monday from 7 a.m. 
to 7 p.m. and Saturday from 8:30 
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
Best also said the Illinois 
Department of Revenue web-
site is available for any infor-
mation. 
The number of returns 
received via the Internet has 
increased this year by 39 percent 
to 70,172 returns. 
Best said there are many ben-
efits to filing via the Internet, 
including a confirmation number 
to ensure returns have been filed , 
which is not available through 
filing by mail. 
Furthermore, Best said any-
time there is an error on a return, 
mistakes are fixed faster because 
sending back the return through 
mail is eliminated. 
"It's safe, secure and fast ," she 
said. 
In addition to the Internet 
and mail, taxes can be filled out 
with PC filing software, over the 
telephone or by transcribing a 
handwritten return online. 
"Taxpayers can file electroni-
cally for free with our Internet 
filing option at www.ILtax.com, 
and they don't even have to buy a 
stamp," Bower said. 
The toll-free number is 1-
800-732-8866. 
IBM to provide server maintenance 
By Melissa Nielsen 
Campus editor 
A maintenance agreement 
with IBM will require the com-
pany to prevent any equipment 
malfunctions in the university 
server and service occurring 
problems to ensure a reliable, 
updated electronic system. 
The agreement, which is 
Eastern's largest contact with a 
hardware or electronic vendor, 
requires IBM to do any preven-
tive maintenance to the compa-
ny 's equipment on campus, 
most of which is more than two 
years old. Filters or parts 
that need to be replaced on a 
regular basis will be covered by 
the agreement and the company 
will also monitor their equip-
ment for potential malfunc-
tions, Bill Witsman associate 
vice president for Information 
Technology Services, said 
Thursday. 
Campus network equipment 
in residential, academic and 
administration buildings, 
including the server and six new 
routers, will also be covered by 
the maintenance agreement. 
"Equipment like this is not 
perfect and this is a normal and 
Colin McAuliffe!Photo editor 
David Dompke, a junior math major with teacher's certificate, struggles 
to figure out why is computer shuts down all the time, Thurs day 
evening in Thomas Hall. 
standard process ," Witsman 
said. 
During this fiscal year, the 
un iversity spent just over 
$280,000 in maintenance, but 
Witsman said that during the 
five -year span covered by the 
contract, costs may vary 
depending on the amount of 
maintenance needed. H owever, 
costs can never exceed 
$400,000, according to the con-
tract. 
Witsman also said mainte-
nance costs may go down if the 
university decides to replace the 
6-year-old enterprise server. 
The enterprise server is the 
mainframe computer that holds 
most of Eastern's information, 
including students' grades, pay-
roll, and registration informa-
tion. P lans to purchase a new 
one are only in the beginning 
stages, but Witsman said newer 
machines often mean fewer 
breakdowns or replacements. 
"Additional costs are often 
attached to very old machines," 
Witsman said. 
See IBM Page Sa 
Messy Greek Mahem 
Left: Leah Thomas, a junior theraputic recre-
ation major, and member of the Alpha Sigma 
Alpha Sorority, attempts to catch the third 
and final egg in the game of egg catch, as 
third obstacle in the the Greek obstacle 
course, Thurs day afternoon. 
Below: Ryan Papeck, a freshman accounting 
major,and member of the Delta Chi 
Fraternity, slides through s having cream, 
pork and beans, cheese, cooking oil, and 
Fruit Loops as part of the Greek Week 
obstacle course Thurs day afternoon near 
Campus pond. 
Colin McAuliffe!Photo editor 
Judy named UB chair 
By Benjamin Tully 
Student Government editor 
Newly elected university board 
chairs are planting for the fall, cre-
ating a crop of new festivities, con-
certs and events ready for harvest. 
University Board, the commit-
tee responsible for major entertain-
ment on campus such as concerts, 
movies, "Quake in the Quad" and 
7th Street Underground, have 
named junior English major Caleb 
judy as new chair and junior jour-
nalism major Ryan Rinchiuso as 
vice chair. 
The new executive offidals are 
setting their sights on unifying the 
internal aspects of the board and 
expanding on the outside. 
Newly elected University Board 
Chair Caleb judy and his staff have 
been putting in overtime in an 
effort to plan events for next year. 
This year, judy acted as universi-
ty board vice chair under University 
Board Chair Stephanie Skrzypek 
and currently boasts a two-year 
commitment to the board. 
Two of judy's biggest achieve-
ments this year are the concert fee, 
judy's resolution for the Jack of 
major concert events at Eastern, 
and the continued effort to improve 
7th Street Underground. 
judy said 
the concert fee 
has been an 
ongoing pro-
ject that began 
in the summer 
of 200 1 after 
he and Ceci 
Brinker, direc-
tor of the stu- Caleb Judy 
dent life office, sat down to pro-
gram the upcoming year. 
After deciding on the concert 
fee idea, judy awarded a concert 
coordinator position to sophomore 
English major Bud W ierenga. 
"We spent countless hours 
working on (the concert fee pro-
posal) , researching it. .. everything 
you would want to know about 
concerts," judy said. 
judy said the concert fee agenda 
led to many long hours, late nights, 
weekends and skipped classes. The 
work included drumming up sup-
port from the Student Senate 
through presentations at countless 
meetings and researching concert 
events at other institutions as well 
as past concerts at Eastern. 
judy said the concert fee propos-
al will enter the last stage on April 
29, when the Board of Trustees' 
See JUDY Page 6a 
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Wesley McNair reads his poetry to Eas tern s tudents and s taff Thurs day afternoon in the T arble Arts Center. 
McNair was reading poetry as part of the annual Allen Neff Memorial Poetry reading. 
McNair's poetry inspires 
By Bianca Sisson 
Activities reporter 
Wesley McNair, a New 
E ngland poet and E mmy Award 
winner, made his first appearance 
at Eastern T hursday evening by 
conducting a poetry reading. 
McNair's poems have appeared 
in more than 40 anthologies and 
textbooks. H is most recent works 
include "My Brother Running," 
"Talking in the D ark," and the 
upcoming "Fire Poems." 
The first poem McNair read 
was titled "The O ne Who Will 
Save You." This poem describes 
his home state of Maine. In it, he 
describes the open space, the 
open and shutting of screen doors, 
dogs, flowers and teenage girls. 
Another poem McNair read 
was "Old Guys." In this poem, he 
used vivid descriptions of the big-
bellied and bald old men . 
"I wrote this poem to give (the 
men) an identity, " said McNair. 
"Old Cadillacs," "Making 
Things Clean ," "The Puppy," 
"The Bald Spot " and "Blame" 
were among other poems McNair 
read. 
"Blame" was a poem about how 
he felt when his mother remar-
ried. 
"I was about 10 or 11 when my 
mother remarried," McNair said, 
"and everything, even old things, 
seemed new to me." 
T he poetry reading was a part 
of the annual Allen Neff 
Memorial Poetry reading. 
T he reading gave students a 
chance to hear McNair react to 
the poems he wrote. 
"It was inspiring," L akisha 
Swanigan, a freshman psychology 
major, said. "I got a Jot out if it." 
Latin ensemble to perform at Dvorak 
By Jennifer Knepler 
Staff 'Mia-
Popular songs will be performed 
with a Latin twist at the Latin 
Percussion Ensemble concert at 7:30 
p.m Saturday in the Dvorak Concert 
Hall. 
Terence Mayhue, a music Instruc-
tor, will direct 18 percussion students 
in the concert. 
"This is usuaJJy the event that 
people wait to come to, " Mayhue 
said. "The songs performed are really 
commerical." 
Mayhue said the Latin Percussion 
Ensemble will play songs including 
"The River of Dreams" by Billy joel 
and "Unbreakable" by M ichael 
jackson. 
Movie themes such as "The 
Windmill of Your Mind" from the 
movie "The Thomas Crown Affair" 
and "Gonna Fly Now" from the 
movie Rocky will also be performed. 
The instruments that will be 
played at the concert will range from 
the hand drums and world percussion 
instruments to Cuban timbales. 
"The drums are really loud and 
exdting, and there's a Jot of move-
ment," Mayhue said. 
Mayhue arranged all of the music 
for the Latin Percussion Ensembles, 
and said that all of the songs per-
formed are similar to what students 
would hear on the radio. 
All Eastern students and faculty 
attend for free. 
jazz Ensemble performs at Dvorak Friday 
By Barry Hickey 
Staff v.riter 
E IU's Jazz Ensemble will per-
form a variety of standard and 
contemporary jazz tunes at 7:30 
p.m. Friday at the Dvorak Concert 
H all in the Doudna Fine Arts 
Building. 
The group will be playing "a 
j azz style that utilizes rock and 
pop," said Sam Fagaly, music pro-
fessor and concert director. 
T he concert will feature many 
student solos, arrangements and 
compositions, as well as jazz clas-
sics such as "Work Song" by 
Nathan "Nat" Adderly. 
"T here will be several styles 
represented from swing and big 
band to contemporary," Fagaly 
said. 
"T his is a challenging program 
and this is the most challenging 
work all year. The group has been 
working up to this point," Fagaly 
said. 
today 
P.Olice 
tilotter 
Criminal damage to 
state-supported 
property 
• On Sunday it was reported that 
university property valued at 
$1,900 was damaged in the 
Buzzard Building Auditorium, 
pollee reports stated. The incident 
is under investigation. 
Institutional 
vandalism 
• On Sunday it was reported that 
two rooms in the math depart-
ment were covered with frre extin-
guisher chemical and walls were 
written on, pollee reports stated. 
The inddent is under investiga-
tion. 
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Intervarsity helps students find spiritual direction 
By Brandi Volk 
Staff writer 
Many students find them-
selves "lost" or unaware of what 
direction their life may be tak-
ing. lntervarsity Christian 
Fellowship is a group of students 
on campus who meet through-
out the week to help students 
grow and ask questions about 
their spirituality. 
"Everybody, whether they real-
ize it or not, is affected by (spiritu-
ality) ; whether they give in to their 
spirituality part of them or don't 
give in," lntervarsity's leader Tim 
Sales, a 1997 Eastern graduate 
said. 
"We're a non-denominational 
group. We get together to study the 
Bible and investigate what Jesus 
said about certain topics relevant to 
college life," member Collin 
Duncan, a j unior computer man-
agement major, said. 
The group provides workshops 
for students to gain leadership 
skills. Also, the organization pro-
Laura Milen/Staff photographer 
Lynn Kincaid discusses the Bible 
to students as part of the 
lntervarsity Christian Association 
Thursday evening in the 
Martinsville Room of the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union. 
vides opportunities to take service 
trips to other countries and other 
cities within the United States on 
their spring break, Sales said. 
"We give them a wide variety of 
ways they can wcm and service Jesus," 
said Sales, who participated in 
lntervarsity as a stu::l!rt fiun 1995 to 
1007. 
lntervarsity is world-wide and was 
founded in 1940. Sales estimates 
Eastems chapter formed about 45 to 
50 years ago. He said students came 
down from the University of Illinois 
chapter, which began in 1940, and 
helped started the organization 
The group has a large group 
meeting at 7 p.m. on Thursday in 
the Martinsville Room of the 
Martin Luther King, Jr. University 
Union. At that meeting, a speaker 
usually talks on various issues to the 
group. 
Besides that, the group meets at 
5:30 p.m. in Lawson Han to have a 
time of prayer. Particularly, they focus 
on praying for world news issues, 
Duncan said. 
The group has a small group Bible 
,, _____ _ 
We're a non-denominational 
group. We get together to 
study the Bible and investi-
gate what Jesus said about 
certain topics relevant to 
college life 
Collin Duncan, a junior computer man-
agement major and member of 
lntervarsity Christian Fellowship 
______ ,, 
study that meets to study and discuss 
events from the Bible that relate 
todays issues, Duncan said. There are 
two times and locations students can 
choose from to attend the small group 
Bible study. One meets at 7 p.m., 
Wednesday at Cannan H all and the 
other meets at 8:30p.m. Tuesday at 
Andrews Han. 
"That is a more intimate time 
where we can get together and 
study God's word and different 
passages and how they relate to 
our lives," Duncan added. "We 
grow while studying God's word 
and discussing it. We grow as a 
group while studying it together." 
There are many reasons why 
students get involved with 
lntervarsity. One reason why 
sophomore psychology major Brett 
Griffm became involved with the 
organization is because it gave him 
"a sense of community and family 
away from home." 
Freshman accounting major 
Jason Kazmierczak said he wanted 
to join the group "To get to know 
people, good friends and to get 
closer to God by studying the 
Bible," 
Members stress that there are 
no requirements to join the 
group. "We provide a place for 
people to come and ask ques-
tions, a safe place for them to 
find out the truth for themselves 
and make a rational decision 
based on that," Sales, who has 
lead the group since 1998, said. 
RHA gets a new look for fall Meet and greet 
By Niki Jensen 
Staff writer '' social sciences major Jason Scholarship recipients get a Polenskey. 
H all ~:~~p~:;i~Je~~~;~. on 1::::s~:!~::s· f~~~t;~!~~ Chance tO meet their dOnOrS The Residence 
Association elected their new It's exciting to be in a position senate candidates including 
executive board and announced to make this organization sen ior political science major By Melissa Nielsen 
endorsements for student senate Alison Mormino for president, Campus editor 
Lou Hencken, interim university 
president and Jill Nilsen, vice presi-
dent of students affairs, will start the candidates Wednesday night in even stronger than it is now. junior history major Marty 
Thomas Hall. Ruhaak for vice president of 
After nominations were made 
for executive board members, the 
Kara Crones. 
a freshman management major. newly 
elected vice president of RHA candidates were allotted a specif-
ic amount of time to speak and to 
answer questions. 
public affairs, senior geography 
major Justin Brinkmeyer for vice 
president of academic affairs and 
junior history major Tim 
---------- ' ' Edwards for vice president of 
R unning uncontested for re-
election for the position of 
President was freshman psycholo-
gy major Kevin Leverence. 
Addressing the RHA dele-
gates, Leverence stressed that he 
would like to see greater cohesion 
among the new executive board . 
In addition, Leverence said 
that he wanted to make sure every 
member of the organization feels 
welcome and important. 
Kara Crones and Kelly Nagle 
ran uncontested for the positions 
of vice president and secretary. 
Crones, a freshman manage-
ment major, won the position of 
vice president. 
"I am very happy to be the new 
vice president of RHA. I t's excit-
ing to be in a position to make 
this organization even stronger 
than it is now," Crones said . 
Nagle, a Physical Education 
major, was named secretary. 
In the most heated race of the 
evening, freshmen pre-engineer-
ing major Ryan Siegel, was voted 
vice president of finance, by ballot 
vote, after defeating sophomore 
secondary education major 
Nachel Glyn n and freshmen 
SUMMER/FALL POSITIONS 
Delivery Drivers (day-time & evening) 
Kitch en H e lp 
610 W. Lincoln Ave. Suite B 
Char-leston, IL 61920 
Open Mon-Sat 
Complimentary 
(217) 348-6700 
Coffee 
financial affairs. 
Sophomore speech commu-
nications major Jessica Jarret 
an d jun ior marketin g major 
Donna Fernandez were the 
organization's selections for stu-
dent senate membership. 
Following a proposal from 
last week, RH A voted to con-
tinue the distribution of the St. 
Louis Post-Dispatch to campus 
residence halls on its regular 
schedule , but to limit the num-
ber of papers dispensed in an 
effort to account for extra 
papers commonly left unused . 
O_g !6e,. 
:very Friday 
$1 7 5 Domestic • Longnecks 
Rocky Mountain $1 5o 
Shooters • 
E:very Saturday 
$2 25 Heineken, Corona, • Amstel Lt 
Sunday Open 11a.m. -11 p.m. 
All Acoustic Sundays 
Featuring Ryan Groff 
and Joshua Alford & Levi 
~E 
IN THE IIDIEN 
An endowment tea to honor 
scholarship donors and scholarship 
recipients will be held at 3 p.m. Friday 
in the north lobby of Booth Library. 
The ceremony, which is sponsored 
by the EIU fotmdation, will give stu-
dents the chance to meet the donors 
who made their scholarships possible, 
as well as give donors the opportunity 
to hear the ~ their money has 
made on students, said Vicky 
Woodard, director of media relations. 
"This is a thank you for people 
who have given money to the foun-
dation," she said 
The EIU fOt.llrlit:ioo sent out an 
invitatioo to ~ who c:lcnted 
sdrlarship m::rey and tre sll.rlents 
wOO;e ckn::rs re5pOI rled. 
Karen South, an assistant at the 
EIU foundation, said that 48 donors 
would be attending. 
tea with welcome speeches followed 
by short presentations from two 
scholarship donors and a student. 
E\'el)'(ll! will then ~ a chance to 
mingle to meet and share stocies with 
one another, Wocxlard said 
Jamie Biby, an honors student 
majoring in mathematics, is this 
years recipient of the John George 
Wozencraft Award and will give the 
audience insight as to how her schol-
arship has benefited her throughout 
the school year, Woodard said. 
Rudy Hlavek, a 1964 Eastern 
graduate who established the 
Gover/Fagan Scholarship and the 
Hlavek Scholarship, and Shirley 
Moore, a retired EIU faculty mem-
ber who established the Moore 
Men5 Track Scholarship, will also 
give short speeches about their schol-
arships, she said. 
4J~Ait PR©IP&~47N» ~· r!.!c~a 
Available Fall 2002 ... 
2 Bedroom Units, DSL capable 
Lincoln and gth Street Locations. 
For additional information or 
to schedule an appointment 
check us out at 
www.lanmanproperties.com 
or call 348-0157 
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Competition 
needed 
W live in a democratic society, a place where the common person can express their opinions and views, a place where very individual older than 18 years of age 
can vote in national elections. The presidential race in 
2000 was a hotly contested, very close race. How would 
our society react if only one individual ran for U.S. presi-
dent? It would never hap-
Student body elections pen. And u should not 
The sparse amount of 
applications do not leave room 
for competition. 
happen at Eastern either. 
Comparing Eastern to the 
entire nation may not be a 
fair comparison; however, 
students at this university deserve a choice for who's rep-
resenting them. Right now they are not being given a 
choice. 
The number of applications, or lack thereof, for the 
Student Senate positions is pathetic. Only one full party 
will run in the election, against a couple of individuals. 
Alison Mormino will run uncontested for student 
body president and Lisa Flam will run uncontested for 
student vice president for student affairs. 
Anyone who runs for a general Student Senate mem-
ber role will receive a seat because not even enough stu-
dents applied for the open seats. 
Justin Brinkmeyer and Ronnie Deedrick will mn for 
student vice president for academic affairs, Tim Edwards 
and Amy L eonard will run for student vice president for 
academic affairs and Marty Ruhaack and Skye Brouwer 
will run for student vice president for public affairs. 
While it's often common for some senate member 
seats to be left empty, it is unusual for the vice president 
and president races to be so open. Just in the past two 
years, three parties ran in the election, giving students 
more of a choice and providing more of a competition. 
Eastern is not a small school. We should not stmggle 
to have more students interested in representing the stu-
dents. We have stmggled with the issue of apathy for 
way too long. 
Its terrible to have the office of president be uncon-
tested. Its terrible that competition and choice are lack-
ing. By only one person mnning for a position, we are 
not taking advantage of the democratic process. We are 
not leaving ourselves any options. 
Perhaps Student Government should look into 
extending the deadline for application. But time is run-
ning out, since elections are Tuesday and Wednesday. 
Extend the deadline to Monday, and work to get more 
people involved. Isn't there anyone else who has some 
experience, some goals and the dedication and motiva-
tion to lead the university? Take a risk, be inspired, give 
running for office a shot. 
Students deserve a choice. An election is about com -
petition, seeing different candidates and deciding who is 
best for the position. Demand choices. 
• The editorial is the majority opinion of The Daily Eastern News 
editorial board. 
The Daily 
astern News 
"Tell the tmth and don't be afraid." 
Is it a choice? Who cares? 
T he gay rights move-ment has made con-siderable progress over the last several 
decades in securing domestic 
partner benefits and getting 
anti-discrimination Jaws passed 
at the city and state level. 
Societal prejudices have reced-
ed, making it easier for people 
to be open about their sexuali-
ty. But one roadblock keeps 
popping up: the question of 
-
Jamie Fetty 
News editor 
whether one's orientation is a choice. 
Legislators vote down anti-discrimination Jaws that 
protect gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender Americans 
because of this uncertainty, when existing Jaws protect 
people based on marital status, religion and military ser-
vice - all of which are choices. 
Maybe one's sexual orientation is a choice and maybe 
it isn't. We won't ever know, and who cares anyway? 
Why should that be the deciding factor on whether it 's 
okay to be gay? 
We have to look at the logic behind this discrimina-
tion. W hen we do that, we find that, as with most dis-
crimination, there is no logic behind it. 
A person in most Illinois cities can be fired for not 
being straight, whether they're driving a truck, teaching 
a classroom or planting corn. Are straight people better 
farmers, drivers and teachers? Are we going to have safer 
truckers, yummier corn and smarter kids with straight 
people running everything? 
A Jot of people don't want same sex couples to marry. 
Sorry, straight folks, but you all haven't exactly done a 
fab job in that department. More than half of the sacred 
straight marriages in this country end in divorce. What's 
to protect? Maybe throwing some gay color in there will 
improve the average. Of course we don't know that for 
sure, but I guess I don't get why everyone is so vehement 
about protecting something that looks to be in the crap-
per. 
If people want to keep gay people out of things like 
marriage and parenting, that means that gay people are 
a ~~J;do-4- ~ ~.MA'T~r 
,QtA~r:+.~~s. 
"Maybe one's sex-
ual orientation is 
a choice and 
maybe it isn't. We 
won't ever know, 
and who cares 
anyway?" 
associated with something 
bad. There has to be some-
thing fundamentally wrong 
with batting for the other 
team, or else why would we 
sanctify the prejudice against 
them? We reserve the rights 
of people like the Boys Scouts 
to keep filthy gay ideas far 
away from little boys who 
could give a damn Jess about 
their own or anyone else's sex-
uality. 
People don't detest homosexuality or its variations 
because they think it's a choice, they do it because they 
think it's a bad choice. Marriage is a choice, but we 
respect a people's choice to marry or not marry, at least 
enough for them to keep their jobs. One's religion is a 
choice, often one made three or four times in a one's life, 
and it's a choice we Jet people make without repercus-
sions. 
I am what I am and I don't know why. I didn't wake 
up one day and say, "I've decided I will engage in rela-
tionships with people regardless of what their gender is, 
was or ever will be." But if I had, who would I be hurt-
ing? I'm doing the same thing, whether I picked it or it 
picked me, and I'm not stopping. 
So many people who know and are comfortable with 
gay people don't support the Jaws that protect their 
rights. Why? T he gay community doesn't send out 
ambassadors to the straight world for positive represen-
tation while the real gay people are off being perverts. 
Gay people you know are like the gay people you don't 
know: they're people. 
The only reason to worry about whether being gay is 
a choice is so that anti-gay people can say that we could 
have chosen the other way, the right way. Well, Jove is 
Jove, gay or straight. Sex is sex, gay or straight. And I 
don't trust anyone to tell me what "the right way" is in 
those arenas. 
• Jamie Fetty is a sophomore journalism major and a monthly 
columnist tor The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is 
jefetty@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author. 
Your turn 
Letters to the editor 
Time for Americans to 
be proud of their colors 
In response to the article "Patriotism: 
on sale now," by Jamie Fetty in the 
March 29 issue, I would just like to say ... 
It is truly a wonderful country we 
live in. A country where anyone can 
live free and not be punished or put to 
death for our thoughts and convictions. 
You Jamie Fetty are a very lucky per-
son. You have the freedom to express 
your opinion because of those before us 
who fought to keep it that way. 
It's about time we the people stood 
and showed our red, white and blue. It is 
time that as a whole we stand behind 
our president, who has taken the bull by 
the horns and acted to the best of his 
abilities. 
I can't help but wonder if your 
opinion might be different if you had 
been working in the World Trade 
Center on Sept. 11, or if you had been 
one of those waiting for some word of 
a loved one that worked there or 
responded to the tragedy that day. 
It sounds to me Jamie Fetty that you 
might just be a spoiled brat without Jove 
of God or country. 
Pat (P J) JolllSon 
Clovis, NM 
and former Charleston residel1 
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Stricter graduation requirements IBM from Page 1 
By Scott Miller 
Administration editor 
Students entering the Board of 
Trustees Bachelor of Arts degree 
program in the fall 2002 semester 
will be taking more required classes 
and fewer electives. 
The Council on Academic 
Affairs passed the request Thursday 
despite concern the Council may be 
exceeding its boundaries. 
The BOT program, which is avail-
able to returning adult students over 
the age of 25, will now require students 
to complete six semester hours of 
communications and languages cours-
es and one senior seminar. 
Also, students will be required to 
take at least 20 semester hours at 
Eastern, which includes the senior 
seminar and six communications 
and language courses, where in the 
past they only had to take 15 hours 
from any of the five institutions 
involved in Board of Governors 
University System, which previous-
ly provided the program. 
D espite the extra five hours, stu-
dents will still only be required to 
complete 120 semester hours 
because they will only be required 
to take 15 hours of electives instead 
of 18 to 20, said William H ine, 
dean of the School of Adult and 
Continuing Education. 
"We wanted to strengthen the 
program academically," H ine said, 
"and put it in line with require-
ments of the rest of the university." 
Originally, the BOT program 
was part of the Board of Governors 
University System which included 
five universities. 
In effect, the program was not 
actually an Eastern program there-
fore the CAA had no jurisdiction 
over it and could include the pro-
gram in its agenda. 
However, in 1996, the BGU sys-
tem ended and the Eastern Board of 
Trustees kept the program and, in 
effect, made it an Eastern program 
without the council's approval. 
O n Thursday, the BOT pro-
gram asked the CAA to approve a 
change to a program which it had 
never approved. 
Larry Helsel, technology profes-
sor and CAA member, questioned 
the council on whether it was 
appropriate to vote on the item. 
"If we vote on this, we could be 
giving approval to a program we 
have never taken a look at," he said. 
"This would be the first time we 
would be approving a program in 
which students do not have to com-
plete the same degree requirements 
as every other undergraduate at the 
university." 
Loretta Woodward, BOT pro-
gram director, said rTIQSt BOT stu-
dents do not complete the same 
requirements because they already 
have their associate's degree, which 
gives them credit for general educa-
tion courses. Also, adult students have 
different needs and therefore should 
be educated accordingly, she said. 
Agreeing with H elsel, Tim 
Shonk, CAA member and associate 
E nglish professor, asked "can we 
approve changes to something 
we've never approved before?" 
Mary H errington-Perry, assistant 
vice president for academic affairs, 
said the program has been approved 
by the Board of Trustees and there 
are many BOT degrees with 
Eastern's approval stamped on them. 
She added, "it is (CAI\s) bylaws 
which make you responsible for all 
undergraduate programs." 
Helsel replied, "for over 20 years we 
were told it was a BGU program and 
that we couldn't put our hands on it." 
D espite the hour- long debate, 
the council approved the request by 
a 10-0 decision with two abstained 
votes made by H elsel and Shonk. 
The agreement also acts as a 
kind of insurance policy for IBM 
equipment. 
If anything breaks down, 
Witsman said, the company can 
be notified to send parts or bring 
someone on site immediately for 
no extra cost. 
"If something breaks, they 
will come out here and fix it ," he 
said. 
"It's a very complex process 
and it takes the support of a 
company." 
The agreement with IBM was 
expected to be finalized during 
the last fiscal year in July, but it 
was delayed because of changes 
in the company's management 
and the terrorist attacks on Sept. 
11. 
IBM was set behind schedule 
when they tried to replace com-
puters and other equipment 
damaged in the attacks 
Delta Tau Delta recognized by American Red Cross 
By Caitlin Prendergast 
Activities editor honor while I was here," Jesse said. "Tracy likes us because of our hard work, and 
we make it fun, too." 
About 25 members of the Delta Tau Delta 
fraternity attended an appreciation party host-
ed by the American Red Cross Thursday night 
in the Effingham Room at the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
Tracy Torbeck, territory manager for the 
Missouri/Illinois blood region, presented Delta 
Tau D elta with the plaque, which she described 
as "the prettiest one I have ever seen." 
The plaque, which thanks the fraternity 
on behalf of the American Red Cross, states, 
"your generous contribution of 150 pints has 
helped us meet the ever-present need for 
blood products." 
The former president of Delta Tau Delta, 
Brian Dombrowski, senior speech communi-
cation major, found the honor "outstanding." 
"The gentlemen who volunteered did 
phenomenal work, and Tracy (Torbeck) is a 
wonderful person to work with," 
Dombrowski said. 
For next year, the fraternity plans to meet 
even larger goals with their blood drives. 
Larry Ward, junior finance major and media 
spokesman for the EIU Blood Drive Committee, 
plans to distribute flyers to advertise the drives in 
the fall. The Missouri/111inois blood region of the 
Red Cross was honoring the fraternity for 
hosting a successful blood drive on Feb. 20 in 
which they met their goal of 150 donors. 
Papa John's provided pizzas for the party, 
and the Red Cross supplied a cake and a 
plaque. 
Bryan Jesse. junior ha;pitality management 
major and Delta Tau Delta president, said the drive 
was a great accomplistunent for the fraterni1y. 
Torbeck also announced Danny Battista, 
junior finance major and Delta Tau Delta 
member, will be the new EIU Blood Drive 
Committee president. 
"Buddy the Blood Drop will also definite-
ly be donning his costume," Ward said. 
The American Red Cross is sponsoring 
upcoming blood drives at the Newman 
Catholic Center on June 12 and at the 
Student Recreation Center on july 16. 
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"It takes our fraternity another step in the 
right direction, and I'm glad we received this 
"It's our second drive in two years, and both 
times we met our goals," Battista said. 
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Congratulations 
D~anne frank 
(Carman Hall Secretary) 
for being elected as 
Mortar Board 
Vice-President! 
We are all very 
proud of you! 
- Carman Hall Staff-
Come 
and 
See ... 
"Charleston's Favorite Restaurant" 
SLEEP IN, EAT OUT 
Serving Breakfast 
Saturday & Sunday 
Until2 p.m. 
7th & Madison 1 block North of the Courthouse 345-7 427 
ATTENTION LADIES: 
Women who receive oral contraceptives from Eastern's 
Health Service Pharmacy need to place orders for summer 
supplies. Students not enrolled in Summer Session classes 
need to purchase contraceptives at the Health Service 
before June 1Oth. 
PLEASE ORDER EARLY TO BEAT THE RUSH! 
Orders may be placed by phoning 581 -7779 
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Big Game jackpot reaches $220 million 
ATLANTA (AP) - Lottery 
players - some spending hundreds 
of dollars, others paying with 
handfuls of change - lined up 
Thursday for a chance at $220 
million, the second-Iargestjackpot 
in the history of the Big Game. 
Lottery machines in seven 
states were printing out tickets for 
Friday's drawing as people headed 
to stores to purchase the $1 dollar 
tickets. 
Larry Hickman bought $200 
worth of tickets at Sheridan 
Liquors in Peoria, Ill. H e plays the 
lottery daily and once won $2,000. 
What are his chances Friday 
night? 
"H opefully, if I keep praying 
about it, very good," he said. 
Judy 
from Page 1 
votes will determine its fate. 
P lans for this year include 
Saturday night cinema events, an 
idea of Rinchiuso's, featuring 
movies not yet released on video, 
and a plethora of other events. 
"We are looking at around 60 to 
80 events," judy said. 
Rinchiuso hopes to improve the 
internal matters of the board by 
But Rebecca Paul, president of 
the Georgia Lottery Corp., 
warned players about buying too 
many tickets. 
"You have to have a ticket to 
win, but it only takes one ticket to 
win," she said. "We ask everyone 
to certainly play responsibly. You 
can't truly change your odds, the 
more tickets you buy." 
That didn't stop many New 
jersey customers. 
"They're sucking every dollar 
out of them," said Tony Williams 
of Larry's Sunoco in Plainsboro, 
N .j. The store is selling about 100 
times more tickets a day than 
usual, including people buying a 
chance to become a multimillion-
aire with a few coins. 
giving credit to board members fol-
lowing hard work done in support 
of events. 
Part of Rinchiuso's plan will be 
to push to get the word out prior to 
events in an effort to heighten stu-
dent participation. 
"We just want to make sure that 
everyone knows there is some qual-
ity entertainment that will give you 
some cheap fun," Rinchiuso said. 
Rinchiuso said when students 
show up at the events, it makes the 
coordinators feel good knowing 
their hard work was not in vain. 
The Big Game is played in 
seven states: Georgia, Illinois, 
Maryland, Massachusetts, 
Michigan, New jersey and 
Virginia. P layers pick five differ-
ent numbers from 1 to 50 and one 
Big Money Ball number from 1 to 
36. 
The odds of winning are 1 in 
76 million. 
Paul announced the new jack-
pot Thursday while standing on a 
billboard down the street from 
lottery headquarters. It's the only 
billboard in Georgia that can 
accommodate the accurate num-
ber, since the other 67 only go to 
$199 million. 
"That's close enough," Paul 
joked. 
Rinchiuso served on the univer-
sity board as movie coordinator 
prior to his nomination for univer-
sity board vice chair. 
A committee made up of the 13 
UB cooridinators (comedy, con-
certs, general costs, homecoming, 
human potential, lectures, market-
ing, mainstage, movies/videos, per-
forming arts, productions, public 
relations and special events) elected 
judy and Rinchiuso. judy was 
elected uncontested but Richiuso 
defeated speech communication 
major Katie Strejc. 
Second Islamic charity 
under fire by Feds 
CH ICAGO (AP) - A fed -
eral judge has given the justice 
Department until Tuesday to 
file papers explaining why it 
must use secret evidence, 
shown to the judge in cham-
bers, against an Islamic charity 
accused of having links to ter-
rorism. 
The Treasury Department 
on Dec. 14 froze the assets of 
Benevolence International 
Foundation, based in suburban 
Palos Hills. Officials of the 
foundation say it contributes 
$3 million to $4 million annu-
ally to charitable causes in 
Muslim countries. T he assets 
of another Islamic charity, the 
G lobal Relief Foundation, 
based in suburban Bridgeview, 
were frozen the same day. 
Both groups have filed Jaw-
suits in U.S. District Court, 
seeking to regain control of 
their assets and get back 
records and other possessions 
that were confiscated in feder-
al raids on their offices. 
U.S. District judge Wayne 
R. Andersen will decide Friday 
to admit secret evidence 
against Global Relief. Federal 
officials say offering the evi-
dence in open court could 
jeopardize national security. 
Global Relief attorneys on 
Wednesday went to the 7th 
Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals 
seeking an order directing 
Andersen to rule out consider-
ation of secret evidence in the 
case. 
T he government on 
Tuesday told U.S. District 
judge james H . Alesia, who is 
hearing the lawsuit filed by 
Benevolence International, 
they plan to use secret evidence 
against that organization. 
Alesia on Thursday ordered 
government attorneys to pro-
vide Benevolence with access 
to the records confiscated in 
the December raid . 
"If they don't see those 
records, I don't know how they 
are ever going to oppose the 
government's case," Alesia 
said. 
T homas P. Walsh, chief of 
the civil division of the U.S. 
attorney's office, told Alesia 
that copies of some records 
would be available as early as 
T hursday and more would be 
ready on Monday. But he said 
Benevolence would have to go 
to Washington to see some of 
them. 
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Women's track go to Ohio 
The women's track team has 
been preparing all week to give a 
strong performance Saturday at the. 
University of Miami in Oxfo~, 
Ohio. 
"This has been a hard week for 
us," head coach John Craft said. 
"The lady Panthers will be going up 
against a lot of big teams in this 
invite. Ball State, Butler University 
and the University of Louisville arc 
just a few of the teams competing. 
Craft doesn't want this meet to 
take a lot out of his athletes so most 
of the runners and field event par-
ticipants are just competing in one 
or two events instead of competing 
in the usual three or four events. 
He feels this will give the team 
sort of a rest after the big perfor-
mance in la.st weeks Big Blue 
. . 
Classic. "We attempt to tala: it one 
meet at a time every week, • Craft 
said. 
He wan~ the team to be ar it's 
full stttngth when the time comes 
to compete in the outdoor champi-
onship. Hcwon't take any risks to 
hurt the teams strength and 
momentum with that meet only a 
few weeks away. 
Craft feels the whole team has 
added a great deal of commitment 
so far this season. He's proud of 
how much everyone has put into 
the team's accomplishments rang-
ing from the throwers, jumpers, 
sprinters and long distance runners. 
He couldn't be more proud of what 
, they have done so far in his last sea-
son as head coach. 
'1t's always been a team effort to 
us," Craft said. "No one area of the 
team has ever stood out over the 
others at any point this year." 
Terlhis teams hits the read 
By Raymond Keeler 
Staff writer 
The Panther women's tennis 
team has Indians and Orangemen 
ahead of them this week as they 
face the women from Southeastern 
~lissouri State University and 
Syracuse University. 
The Panthers (7-6) are winners 
of five of their last seven matches, 
are coming off of two solid victo-
ries last weekend against Eastern 
Morehead Stllte University. 
They are looking to get back 
into the win column after drop-
ping a tough match against last 
year's Ohio Valley Conference 
champions, Murray State 
University. 
Victories over the weekend 
against the Otahkians Friday at 
Cape Girardeau, Mo., and 
Syracuse University on Saturday in 
Syracuse, N.Y., would help the 
teams in the Panthers' quest to stay 
above .500 for the season. 
Both teams would like to keep a 
winning streak and maintain a 
consistent level of play and compe-
tition to finish off the regular sea-
The Panther men's squad (7-7) 
traveled with the women and 
faced Murray State in a make-up 
match for a March 9 contest 
Thursday. 
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Metis track looking to continu~ 
success at Western Illinois 
Panthers hope to carry momentum. 
~rom last week's Big Blue Classic • 
By David Carter 
Staff writer • 
The Eastern men's track team 
is hoping for a strong performance 
this weekend at the Western 
Illinois invitational this Saturday. 
The Panthers hoPe this meet 
will have the same winning results 
as last weekend's Big Bfue Classic 
did. 
weather and injuries caused his 
team to have a rough start but now 
as the weather warms up, he said 
he believes the team's effort is big-
ger then ever. 
~e're dusting the cobwebs oft' 
and trying to help improve our 
rimes a little bit better then last 
week," Akers said. 
Sprinter Toby Atawo might 
rerum to competition with the 
team this week as the team is 
slowly returning to full strength. 
weekend or start competing next 
\ftek. 
The meet is taking ,pace at 
Monmouth College because due 
to bad conditions Western's track. 
The Leathernecks' track hasn't 
been used to hold any track meets 
all season. • 
Akers said he has been pleased 
with his team's experiences at this 
meet in the past. 
"'We have won this meet the 
last three years in a row," Akers 
said. 
However, he said be doesn't 
want that clouding his team's 
minds and wants them to give 
their fullest effort no matter what 
Head coach Tom Akers said be 
is ple.LSed with how his team has 
developed through the outdoor 
seascn so far this year. The poor 
Akers said he wasn't sure 
though if he would be ready this 
the past record sho~ ~r . ~ c. 
Panthers in this meet. ~ ~ 
·Baseball 
from Page Sa 
Schmitz is noping the fans will 
come out and have some fun with 
the teams Saturday and Sunday. 
The Panthers' doubleheader 
starts at 1 p.m. ·Saturday and the 
final game of the series will be at 1 
p.m. Sunday. 
Guinane 
_frwn~ - - -
The senior scoring machine is 
Eastern's biggest asset, not to 
mention the number one reason 
.. We had a really big group in 
the 1998-99 season and they all 
brought coaches and sat down the 
left field line," Schmitz said. 
WThey'd come out and support us 
and heckle the opposing teams. 
We've had a good fan base so 
far this season but we'd like t'o see 
a lot more as this is one of the last 
home games before graduation." 
Seruors Scott Merz (1-2, 4.09 
to attend a Panther basketball 
game. Samuels needs to fill his 
three open scholarship spots 
with players who will comple-
ment Domercant and give the 
team a shot at success. 
With three scholarship posi-
tions open, Samuels should con-
ERA), and Pete Marrin (1-2, 
5.26) will each start Saturday, with 
junior Micah Gray (0-3, 8.22) 
taking the mound Sunday. 
Metz will duel against seruor 
te1ry Mike WeeJ (S-2, 3.63), a for-
mer OVC Pitcher of the Year. 
Senior Tony Matthews (3-1, 5. 72) 
will throw in Game 2 and junior 
Dustin Smith 0-2, 9.68) will 
throw Sunday. 
sider offering one if not twO of 
the spots to players willing to 
tramfcr to Eastcql an.stgqJ9-v t 
all next season. 
The Panthers need to reload 
next year and worry about 
rebuilding after Domercant is 
gone. 
iiiUt 
-Beat N e w Organization: Club Manager's A ssociatio n 
-Most Innovative Program: Black Student Union 
-Outst.andlng Educational Program: Ame rican M a rketing Assoc. 
-Most successful Fundralser/Phllanthropy: Kappa Delta Sorority 
-Outstanding Program: Blac k Student Unio n 
-Community Recognition Award: H abitat for Humanity-Campus 
-Outstanding Cultural ~rogram : Blac k Student Union 
-Outstanding Organization: Phi Epsilon Mu 
-Outstanding Service Project: Habitat for Huma nity-Campus ,., 
-Panther Pride Award: Black Student Union "5· 
- "' 
-Outstanding Advisor: Ceci Brinker 
-Diversity Recognition Award: Shonda C lancy 
-Academic Scholar Award: Charles Gerth 
-Panther Pride Leader Award: Eric Zilch 
-Distinguished Service Award: Shonda Clan cy 
-Emerging Student Leader Award: Cara Morgan 
-Emerging Student Leader Award (upper division): Tiffany D avis 
-Shlrly Stewart Outstanding Student Leader Award: J essica Catto 
-Lou Hencken Preal~entlal Excellence Award: Daryl Jones 
ST~ESSED ABOVI HOW 
YOU'RE GOtNG 
10 PAY IHE 
RENI??? 
• 
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Friday, April 12, 2002 
Panther Sports Calendar 
Friday: Softball (2) vs. Tennessee State 
William's Field, 2 p.m. 
Saturday: Baseball (2) vs. Bradley 
Coaches' Stadium, 1 p.m. 
Saturday: Softball vs. Tennessee State 
William's Field, noon 
Baseball face OVC powerhouse 4thand20 
Matchup Br~;:~down 
A 
EIU (10-14, 2-3) A. Peay (1 6-16, 2-1) 
t When: 1 p.m. Saturday, Saturday 
t Where: Coaches' Stadium 
Pmllaii/B stansrs 
G'> ~ Scott Metz 
«> (1 -2, 4.09 ERA) 
..... 
g> Pete Martin 
~ (1 -2, 5.26 ERA) 
~ 
g> Micah Gray 
~ (0-3, 8.22 ERA) 
(..) 
MikeWeel 
(5-2, 3.63 ERA) 
Tony Matthews 
(3-1, 5.72 ERA) 
Dustin Smith 
(0-2, 9.68 ERA) 
Panthers play host 
to preseason 
favorite Austin Peay 
By Nate Bloomquist 
Sports editor 
Eastern baseball coach j im Schmitz is calling 
all students to come out to watch this weekends 
three-game series against Austin Peay. 
And when the Panthers go up against the 
Governors, who were picked to finish first in the 
Ohio Valley Conference in a preseason poll, 
they'll need all the help they can get. 
"They're a very explosive offensive team," 
Schmitz said. "It's very important for us to be able 
to take that away." 
In other words, it 'II all come down to pitching. 
Eastern holds the monopoly on that market 
with the OVC's best pitching staff (4.88 ERA). 
Colin McAuliffe/ Photo editor 
An Eastern hitter takes a pitch against Illinois State at Coaches' Stadium last Wednesday. The 
Panthers will match their pitching staff, best in the OVC, against Austin Peay's offense, third 
best in the ave, this weekend. 
Austin Peay is third in the league in hitting with 
a .290 batting average. The Governors have the 
third-best pitching staff (6.22 ERA) in the 
league. 
The Panthers are hitting .268 as a team, but 
during their four-game win streak, they have been 
hitting .275 and have scored 29 runs. The 
Panther's everyday No. 2 hitter Ben D uke (bat-
ting .316) will return to the lineup after missing 
Wednesday's game against Chicago State with an 
illness. 
"We're starting to have a little bit of fun," 
Schmitz said. "I know that sounds easy, but we're 
finally swinging the bats well when they make a 
good pitch. Thats going to take a little pressure 
away from us." 
Schmitz is hoping the fans will come out and 
See BASEBALL Page 7a 
Softball team tries to build on wins 
Panthers own two-game winning streak 
By Matt Williams 
Staff v.riter 
The Eastern softball team will look to con-
tinue its recent success this weekend in a three-
game home series against Tennessee State at 
W illiams Field. 
The Panthers (12-15, 4-6 in the Ohio Valley 
Conference) swept a doubleheader on Tuesday 
at Southeast Missouri and hope to ride that 
momentum into the weekend against the last 
place T igers (8-22,2-8). 
The teams will play the first two games at 2 
p.m. Friday and a third game at noon Saturday. 
The Panthers will look to take advantage of 
the poor pitching that TSU has produced this 
year. The Tigers are currently last in the OVC 
with a 5.13 earned run average while the 
Panther bats have been inconsistent at provid-
ing runs thus far. 
"I don't know what to expect from TSU," 
Eastern head coach Lloydene Searle said. "It 
really depends on us hitting them. I try not to 
look at statistics and try to focus on our perfor-
mance." 
Probable starters for TSU are sophomore 
Shannon H icks and freshman Tarah Evansiko. 
Both hurlers have compiled 4-1 1 records and 
have struggled to keep opponents from crossing 
the plate. 
The Tigers try to make up for their lack of 
pitching with strong hitting. The team features 
two of the top four hitters in the conference 
with senior catcher Deanna Miller and H icks. 
Miller ranks first among every day players 
with a batting average of .386 while H icks 
brings a .351 average with 13 RBI. 
Eastern will go with the pitching duo of 
junior Kristen Becker (7 -7) and sophomore 
Trish Sanders (3-6). Sanders is coming off of a 
shutout victory against SEMO and Becker has 
continued to show why she is the Panthers ace 
with strong performances last week. 
The T igers may also have to battle a little 
fatigue after being busy all week. TSU played a 
doubleheader on Tuesday at Tennessee Tech 
(22-17,6-2) , hosted Tennessee-Martin (17-
22,6-3) on Thursday, and then has to travel 
seven hours on a bus to play three games against 
Eastern. 
Searle sees playing at home an advantage, 
but wants to stay focused on what her team 
needs to do to a few victories. 
"We are really going to have to hold down 
their hitters and hit like we are capable of 
doing," Searle said. "If we play like we are capa-
Caitlin Bullis/ Associate photo editor 
An Eastern batter steps into the batters box 
against Tennessee-Martin at William's Field 
last Saturday. 
ble of, we are going to have success this week-
end." 
Pat Guinane 
Senior reporter 
e-mail: cupjg@pen.eiu.edu 
Wanted: 
mid-major 
ball players 
Are you a talented col-lege basketball player looking for a change of scenety? 
Come to Eastern and join the 
Henry Domercant farewell tour. 
Some roster spots have recently 
opened on the Panther squad and 
three of the openings come with 
scholarships. 
Head coach Rick Samuels must 
fmd three players to step in to the 
scholarship spots of Ryan Kelly, 
Rod H enry and Luke Sharp. 
So if you're a talented mid-
major bailer fed up with losing, or 
you're stuck on the bench at a larg-
er school, transfer to Eastern and 
give the Panthers another chance 
at a conference championship. 
Scenic Charleston awaits. 
All dominating post players, 
explosive scorers and electrifying 
point guards are encouraged to 
apply for this exciting one-year 
opportunity to team with 
Domercant, one of the nation's top 
scorers. 
Highly talented junior college 
players are also encouraged to 
apply. However, players ready to 
compete at the mid-major level 
next season are greatly preferred. 
If you think you've got what it 
takes to bring the Panthers back to 
the top of the Ohio Valley 
Conference, apply today and help 
ensure a bright tomorrow for the 
Eastern basketball team. 
After all, the Panthers could be 
just one or two players away from 
regaining the form that earned 
them their fJ.rst OVC Tournament 
Championship the season before 
last. Senior guards Kyle Hill and 
Matt Britton helped propel 
Eastern to its second NCAA 
Tournament berth in 2001. You 
could help the Panthers to a third 
tournament appearance in 2003. 
While the Panthers exceeded 
all expectations in 2001, last season 
wasn't quite as glorious. Eastern 
slumped to a ftfth place OVC fm-
ish and was defeated by Murray 
State in the ftrst round of the con-
ference tournament. The veteran 
leadership of Britton and Hill, 
along with their combined average 
of 37 points a game was missed as 
the best efforts of Domercant 
couldn't compensate. 
See GUINANE Page 7a 
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Just thinking. • • 
Higher education equals avoidance 
' ' Education is not necessarily 
about broaden-
ing one's hori-
zons or fu lfilling 
personal poten-
tial, but rather, 
about procuring 
a mono-
grammed piece 
of p aper and 
avoiding the 
real world at all 
costs. 
' ' 
by Ben Erwin 
Verge Editor 
As the prospect of graduation 
begins to loom larger and more 
ominous for students across the 
country and this campus, one 
thing is begimring to become 
abm1dantly cleat· within 
America's educational institu-
tions. Education is not neces-
satily about broadening one's 
h01izons or fulfilling personal 
potential, but rather, about 
procuring a monogrammed 
piece of paper atld avoiding the 
real world at all costs. 
In more than 14 yeat·s in 
some illustrious bastions of 
education, there at·e many 
things that I've learned, but 
ve1y few have stuck with me 
and affected my perception of 
the world. Wlille the English, 
hist01y and mathematics have 
all been of some use at one 
point or at1othe1; the thing that 
education has truly taught me is 
that it is the ultimate weapon in 
avoiding, and remaining sepa-
rate from, the real world. 
Although I can' t speak for 
eve1yone, I see the often-hyped 
"real world" simply as a place 
filled with insecurity, instability 
and stupidity. 
As I see it, high school is the 
first obvious step in reality 
avoidatlce. Rather than putting 
in forty-plus hom·s a week at 
some worthless job trying to 
find the most creative w ay to 
say, "Would you like fries with 
that?" high school studen ts at•e 
putting fat· fewer hom·s into the 
cushier pursuits of ltmch and 
eking tlu-ough most classes in 
an apatl1etic daze. 
College, w lille anotl1er fine 
opporttmity to learn, is yet 
anotl1er point in the map of real-
ity avoidance. Wlille the com-
mitmen t put into college is 
greate1; tl1ere at•e also greater 
reality-avoiding rewat·ds. 
College offers you fom· more 
precious yeat·s of reality avoid-
ance and prepares you for bet-
ter and cushier opporhmities. 
Rather tllatl being the low -level 
grtmt with a high school diplo-
ma, a college education may 
eat"Il you the opportunity to 
"supervise" the grunts. 
The next reality-avoiding step 
after college is graduate school 
in w hich you may heighten 
your ability to take up space. 
With a master's degree, you're 
prepating yourself for middle 
mat1agement atld at1otl1er step 
above tl1e aforementioned ele-
ments of instability atld stupidi-
ty tl1at seem to penneate tl1e 
real world . By pursuing educa-
tion, you're botl1 avoiding reali-
ty in the present, but platming 
for the futtu·e by assuring that 
you're closer to tl1e top of tl1e 
proverbial heap . 
The highest level of reality 
avoidatlce, howeve1; is attained 
by the true masters, tl1ose w ho 
at•e willing to procm·e a Ph.D. 
Not only does th is pm·suit lead 
you away from the real world, 
but it prepat-es you for the holy 
gmil of reality-avoiding posi-
tions: administration . The fact 
that people seem to forget about 
administration is that we're all 
capable of doing it, we're sim-
ply not "qualified." 
At its core, administration is 
simply the delegation of autllor-
ity. Essentially, you' re at the top, 
with little concern for those 
below you because such indi-
viduals are expendable atld 
w itl1 no concern for tl10se above 
you because no such person 
exists. 
Wl1ile education may be 
seen by most as some noble 
pursuit, it's time the world 
begatl to see higher education 
for w hat it really is, reality 
avoidatlce. 
Quote this What do you think about the 92.1 radio station change? 
Aaron Gaffigan, senior cat·eer 
and technical education major 
"I didn't know 
it changed." 
Carol Shober, First Mid-Illinois 
Bank & Trust teller 
"I only listen 
to country. " 
Angela Hollenkamp, junior early 
childhood education major 
"I kinda like the 
party stuff bet-
ter. " 
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CD 
REVIEW 
"Classic Masters" helps 
fans see through the "Rain" 
3b 
Sneaker Pimps disap-
point with the sadly 
mediocre "Bloodsport" 
by Ben Erwin 
Verge editorr 
After the release of their seminal 
debut "Becoming X" at the height 
of the supposed "electronic revolu-
tion," England's Sneaker P imps 
seemed poised as one of the shin-
ing lights of trip hop. With 
"Bloodsport," however, the Pimps 
have dropped singer Kelli Dayton 
and reemerged as a leaner, more 
conventional and far less interest-
ing band. 
Sneaker Pimps 
"Bloods port" 
** 
by Ben Erwin 
Verge editor 
Despite garnering one-hit-won-
der status with their breakthrough 
hit "No Rain," Blind Melon prove 
themselves to be a deceptively dark 
band with the release of the great-
est hits collection "Classic 
Masters." 
With the death of lead singer 
Shannon H oon in 1995, the career 
plans of Blind Melon were forever 
cut short after only a few short 
years of acclaim and a pair of 
albums under their belts. With 
"Classic Masters," however, the 
band is privy to a rebirth, with 
material from all of their previous 
releases, including the posthu-
mously released "Nico," available in 
one succinct package. 
While "Becoming X" saw the 
Sneaker Pimps propelled by drum 
loops, samples and minimal physi-
cal instrumentation, "Bloodsport" 
is driven primarily by guitar and 
bass loops, with the samples now 
taking a backseat to Chris Comer's 
smoky, often nasally voice. 
Although known for the horrifi-
cally poppy "No Rain," a song 
remembered as much for its music 
video (complete with dancing bee-
people) as for its incredibly catchy 
hook, Blind Melon was, in fact, an 
incredibly dark and captivating 
band that never quite gained popu-
larity for the appropriate talents. 
"Classic Masters," though, is final-
ly able to shed a bit more light on 
the group. 
Shannon Hoon and company in one last moment of glory. 
around, while the mandolin and 
Songs like "Maidez," with its 
deftly picked guitar line and loop-
ing drums, and the minor-key gui-
tar lines of "Black Sheep" seem to 
set the tone for the record. 
Without as much driving force 
behind the songs, Comer is 
allowed to be far more emotionally 
driven, and the melodies of each 
song propels the often dark and 
introspective lyrics. 
This simple and subtle aesthet-
ic is continued on tracks like 
"Sick," where the entire song con-
sists of a lone keyboard riff and 
simple strumming around which 
Comers smoky voice is allowed to 
flow. The song, while unconven-
tional for Sneaker Pimps, is a per-
fect example of what the band is 
capable of when they venture out-
side of their natural element. It is 
this experimentation, however, 
that is at once the album's strength 
as well as its downfall. 
With the slinking groove of 
"Tones of H ome" and the guitar-
driven rock of "Galaxie," Blind 
Melon proved they were far more 
than a mere pop act, with trippy 
leads and driving rhythms accent-
ing the tortured lyrics of H oon. 
Even on the bluesy jam "Paper 
Scratcher" and the skittering 
acoustic melodies and artful leads 
of "Change," Blind Melon proved 
themselves to be just as good at 
writing songs as they were at craft-
ing memorable hooks. 
While much of"Classic Masters" 
has an electric tinge, it is on the 
acoustic numbers that the band 
truly shines. The layered acoustic 
melody of "Mouthful Of Cavities" 
creates more than enough room for 
Hoon's voice to wrap and careen 
harmonica accents of "Walk" pro-
vide suitable space for H oon to 
craft a story. Blind Melon again 
drives home the loud-soft dynam-
ics on the emotionally engaging 
chants and guitar harmonics of 
"Toes Across T he F loor" and the 
captivating "Soul One" which 
stands as one of Hoon's greatest 
accomplishments as a songwriter. 
Hoon may have never received 
adequate credit as a vocalist, but 
"C lassic Masters" goes to great 
lengths to showcase a voice that 
could go from a haunting wail to 
warbling harmonies to a gravely 
baritone in the span of a single 
song. Hoon's voice was as haunting 
as it was beautiful and was the per-
fect match to many of his darker 
lyrical themes. Even on their pop-
piest or upbeat numbers, H oon 
crafted dark and disturbing 
imagery that belied the atmosphere 
of the music. While many of Blind 
Melon's tunes may have been laced 
with bright melody, Hoon's hooks 
almost always remained dark and 
sardonic. 
~ 
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Blind Melon 
"Classic M asters" 
*** (Out of four stars) 
T he only real downfall of the 
album is that it contains no unre-
leased or live material and does 
nothing to satisfy fans that own all 
of the band's studio recordings. 
While such a collection should 
have been crafted specifically for 
die-hard fans of the group, "Classic 
Masters" is instead an album far 
better suited for those just now 
being turned on to Blind Melon. 
All downfalls not withstanding, 
"Classic Masters" finely captures a 
band who never quite received 
their due in life, and may well pro-
vide the band with a bit of a second 
coming. 
These somber moments aside, it 
is the more traditional Sneaker 
Pimps songs on "Bioodsport" that 
seem to carry over the best. With 
the throbbing beats, sampled 
vocals and melodic keyboards of 
"Think H arder," and the simplistic 
driving thud of "Grazes," it is obvi-
ous that Sneaker P imps' true talent 
lies in trip hop, and not some 
techo-coustic attempt you'd expect 
from someone trying to imitate 
Robert Smith without any hint of 
the lyrical or melodic ability. 
As a whole however, much of 
"Bioodsport" is listenable if not 
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(Out of four stars) 
enjoyable, and the album is marred 
only by the fact that many of the 
songs make the band seem com-
pletely out of their element. 
W here many would expect mater-
ial much in the same vein as 
"Becoming X," "Bioodpsort" offers 
very little. 
While the acoustic strumming 
and pseudo-intellectual lyrics are a 
nice touch, much of the attempt is 
lost somewhere in the translation. 
Although the concentration on 
songwriting is much appreciated in 
the world of trip hop, it seems 
somehow very out of place. Rather 
than the musey ambiance many 
could have been expecting, 
Sneaker P imps have come with 
acoustic guitars and whispy, intro-
spective lyrics. 
Sneaker Pimps should realize 
that their bread and butter is in 
their amazing ability to craft songs 
made from snippets sewn together 
into one slick cacophony of noise. 
Without the cerebral thump or 
even the eccentric melody, much of 
the material falls flat. 
While "Bioodsport" is an excel-
lent showcase for Comer's voice, 
that is no real excuse for the entire-
ly new direction. 
Pushing the envelope is highly 
appreciated, especially in genres 
like this that seem to be endlessly 
bogged down in simplistic and 
needless convention, but this same 
element is precisely what prevents 
"Bloodsport" to be a far more 
enjoyable release. 
While electronic music, especial-
ly the type produced by bands from 
across the pond was once heralded 
as the "next big thing," much of the 
potential went largely unfufilled. 
Sneaker P imps, however, have 
proven themselves to be survivors 
and may have a lengthy career 
ahead of them if that can just 
decide on the appropriate direc-
tion. 
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Freestyle Circle bring-
ing culture, diversity to 
campus via live music 
by Heather Robinson 
Associate Verge editor 
When George Ryder came to 
Eastern this semester, he searched 
for a music scene. H e couldn't find 
one. 
Then he read Tim Edwards' 
hip-hop column ln the Verge. 
Soon after, the Freestyle Circle 
was formed. 
"I came to Eastern and got 
kinda depressed when I couldn't 
find music," Ryder, a sophomore 
middle level education major, said. 
"The first person I went to was 
Tlm, and he helped me get this 
thing started." 
The Freestyle Circle Is a group 
of about 20 musicians who want to 
create an entertainment scene on 
campus. 
The group Is comprised of three 
D]s, 10 M Cs and members of the 
band Secret Agent Burns. 
Ryder, the Freestyle Circle's 
president, said the three DJs in the 
Freestyle Circle will work the 
Charleston bar scene starting next 
semester. He also mentioned that 
the 10 M Cs hope to bring the hip-
hop genre to Friends but are some-
what hesitant to do so. 
"At Friends, there's generally a 
rock atmosphere," Ryder said. 
"We're not really sure if they will 
agree with the genre." 
Ryder is the lead singer for 
Secret Agent Burns, a group that 
formed out of the Freestyle Circle 
about eight weeks ago as some-
thing of a side project. He said the 
band's diverse influences 
includeeverything from Bob 
Marley and Sublime, to Stone 
Temple Pilots and The Fugees. 
"I love all sorts of music, so I 
have tons of music that influences 
me," he said. 
Edwards, along with Ryder and 
Eastern basketball star Henry 
Domercant, is an MC. 
Edwards, a junior speech com-
munication major and the Circle's 
vice president, lists his influences 
as Tupac, Nas, LL Cool J and 
numerous R&B artists. 
Bob Serrano, a senior history 
major, is the bassist for the band 
and the secretary for the group. 
"I thought (Ryder's) idea for an 
organization of musicians was real-
ly good, so I joined," Serrano said. 
The band performs every 
Wednesday around 10:30 p.m. at 
Friends. 
Ryder said all Secret Agent 
Burns performances are free 
because he feels it's the right thing 
to do for anyone interested in 
hearing the group. 
"Nobody knows us,· Ryder 
said. "We just want people to Jove 
our music, and we wouldn't dare 
charge them at such an early stage 
in our group." 
Ryder sald the group's goals are 
to touch all of the music interests 
by of the group's members by 
"diversifying" its performances and 
becoming recognized entertain-
ment. 
"We want to give people some-
thing to look forward to here on 
the weekends,· he mentioned. "We 
want to change the campus music 
scene and let kids go out and have 
a good time." 
As vice president, Edwards said 
he wants to "market" the group as 
much as possible to get their name 
out to the public. 
"I promote the band through 
ads and marketing," he said. "I also 
want to develop good relations 
with the bar owners and ties with 
businesses off campus." 
Both Edwards and Ryder men-
tioned that the Freestyle Circle is 
currently looking for new mem-
bers. 
"Anyone with musical talent is 
more than welcome," Ryder said. 
"We will take any type of per-
former," Edwards said. "We want 
to have a wide range of tastes in 
our group." 
T he Freestyle C ircle meets 
every Thursday at 7 p.m. in the 
Casey Room of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
On the Verge of the Weekend 
All-Chinese production of 
Puccini's 'Turandot' to tour 
North American arenas 
CHICAGO (AP) 
Promoters of the highly successful 
"Three Tenors" concerts have 
announced plans for a 15-clty 
North American tour of Giacomo 
Puccini's final opera, "Turandot," 
with an all-Chinese cast. 
Besides the novel casting, the 
tour planned by the Rudas 
Theatrical Organization wiU 
mount all of Its performances In 
sports arenas and convention cen-
ters rather than in opera houses or 
concert halls. 
"It will be an arena production, 
done in the round," Rudas 
President Ian Maclaren sald at a 
news conference Wednesday. "At 
the United Center here, It will use 
about one-third of the stadium 
floor area and extend into the seat-
ing areas on two sides. Since the 
United Center seats about 20,000 
for basketball and hockey, we'll 
have about 10,000 seats available." 
Maclaren said the production Is 
a direct outgrowth of the "Three 
Tenors" extravaganzas staged by 
Rudas' founder, Impresario Tlbor 
Rudas. 
"Last year we took the 'Three 
Tenors' to Beijing and were 
astounded to find opera thriving In 
China - not C hinese opera, but 
Italian opera," Maclaren said. 
"When we learned what beautJful 
voices were available there, we set 
about to assemble the cream of the 
opera world in China for this pro-
duction." 
"Turandot." which had Its 
world premiere in Milan in 1926, 
two years after Puccini's death, 
had one of its most famous stag-
Ings in C hina In 1998. That lavish 
outdoor production, under movie 
director Zhang Yimou, was 
mounted In Beijing's Forbidden 
City, and attracted a well-heeled 
international audience. T icket 
prices were far beyond the means 
of most C hinese. 
O r a sort of C hinese story. 
Pucclni's opera is set in a fantasy 
version of Imperial China. The 
libretto, by G iuseppe Adami and 
Renato Simoni, is based on a 1762 
staged fairy tale by Venetian play-
wright Carlo Gozzi, who is 
believed to have taken plot ele-
ments from the "Arabian Nights." 
It's the story of the cruel Chinese 
Ice-princess Turandot, who poses 
three riddles to each of her royal 
suitors. Those who fail the test are 
executed. Calaf, the exiled prince 
of the Tartars, finally answers the 
riddles. 
When someone at the news 
conference noted that the opera's 
hero is not Chinese, Maclaren 
replied: "This time he is." 
In another break with operatic 
tradition, all the singers will wear 
microphones because of the often 
poor acoustics in the arenas where 
• at a yet -to-be announced venue 
in New York City. Other stops will 
be In: Fort Worth, Austin and 
H ouston in Texas; Detroit; 
Pittsburgh; Cleveland; Boston; St. 
Paul, Minn.; Denver; Portland, 
Ore.; and Anaheim and San Jose 
In California. 
Blame it on the Force: Star Wars fans are in line weeks before 'Episode II' 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - A 
handful of die-hard "Star Wars" 
fans already have started lining up 
to see the next movie in the sci-fl 
saga - more than a month before 
It opens. 
"We're just really persistent peo-
ple," sald Luis Lecca, a martial arts 
instructor who has spent eight 
hours a day waiting and braving 
hecklers. "We see something we 
want to do and we do it." 
About a week ago, about 70 fans 
pitched camp near the landmark 
Grauman's Chinese Theater, where 
the original "Star Wars" premiered 
in 1977. 
They'll wait there in shifts to 
see the first show when "Star Wars: 
Episode II - Attack of the 
C lones" opens May 16. 
The ritual began in 1999 when 
fans, some from as far as Australia, 
organized to form a ticket line six 
weeks before the last film in the 
series opened, said event organizer 
Peter Genovese, a 26-year-old col-
lege student. 
Participants earn time on the 
line. T he amount of time each 
spends waiting determines their 
position in the flnalllne when tick-
ets are sold, Genovese said. 
M embers of the group also are 
required to donate least $50 for the 
Starlight C hildren's Foundation, a 
nonpront organization working 
with seriously ill children and their 
famlltes. 
When the last film in the series, 
"Star Wars: Episode I - The 
Great Job Opportunides!! 
Wart hrf.'J'IJD. Now •d f.n-n .. e Dm111c 
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•HOI'I'b 
•DeGtt.r 800-, 42.-8 ff4 
Phantom Menace," premiered In 
1999, a line of 150 people collected 
about $25,000 for the charity, 
Genovese said. 
Among six people lounging on 
the street Wednesday was Steve 
Elms, a computer network opera-
tor. Keeping contact with his boss 
through a cellular phone, he plans 
to camp out for the first week and 
the final week. 
"I have no place else to go," said 
Elms, 39. "It's just fun sitting on 
Hollywood Boulevard watching 
the freaks and the tourists walk by." 
It's not been announced when 
tickets for "Attack of the C lones" 
will go on sale. 
In between trips for fast food 
and late-night debates on the intri-
cacies of the "Star Wars" fllms, 
Noel Lamothe already is busy 
making plans for another cinernat-
ic outing. 
"We're already talking about (a 
line In) 2005 for 'Episode III, •• he 
sal d. 
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Arsenic and Old Lace, a 
forgotten dark comedy 
by By Ryan Rinchiuso 
staff writer 
favor to them because, as the aunts Dr. Einstein (played by he great 
explain it, the men can now live Peter Lorre) , decide to Wde In the 
happily In heaven. The two see aunts' house, not knowing all that is 
nothing wrong with their actions going on. 
Anyone who likes black comedies and do not understand why The plot of the movie is hilari-
should thank two very unlikely Mortimer is getting all excited. ous and keeps building up through-
people, director Frank Capra ("It's a While trying to find out what to out the ftlm. Frank Capra directs 
Wonderful Life 1 and actor Cary do with his aunts, balancing a new with wild abandon, and the pace 
Grant, for their contributions to the wife and signing the papers for Ws never lets up. Lines fly out at 
genre. If it wasn't for these -------------------. machine gun pace ensuring 
two collaborating on the that when you are laughing 
classic "Arsenic and Old at one line, three more have 
Lace," black comedies passed that are just as funny. 
would not have this shining The performances are com-
example to live up to. pletely over the top, but, in a 
Mortimer Brewster movie like this, that kind of 
(Cary Grant) has just got- performance fits perfectly. 
ten married to Elaine Grant plays a man trying 
Harper (Priscilla Lane) and to deal with Ws crazy family, 
is getting ready to leave for the cops and Ws wife all at 
his honeymoon. Before he once, and is going crazy 
leaves, he has the simple doing it. Grant runs around 
task of putting his brother, like a wild man, tripping on 
who thinks he is Teddy furniture, running up and 
Roosevelt, into a hospital down stairs and yelling at 
for treatment. While at his the top of his lungs. He also 
kindly aunts' house, he has the best facial expres-
notices a body In a cedar sions and double takes In the 
chest. A very confused ftlm. His face when he first 
Mortimer asks his aunts finds the dead body is a 
about this, thinking that his classic scene, and as things 
brother is a serial killer, only get harrier and funnier, 
to find out that the serial Grant keeps kicking up his 
killers are his two old aunts. performance. 
The two aunts (played T he two aunts were played 
with sweet and na!ve per- so sweetly that you forget 
formances by Josephenie photocourtesyofimdb.com that they have killed 12 
Hull and Jean Adair) , con- men. They are kind but also 
fess that they have killed 12 men brother, Mortimer discovers a new crazier than the brother that thinks 
and they see nothing wrong with problem with Ws other brother, he is Teddy Roosevelt. Peter Lorre, 
this. They explain to Mortimer that Jonathan. Jonathan is a serial killer as Dr. E instein again turns In a very 
the 12 men they killed were all old (who also has 12 deaths to his cred- memorable performance, and the 
and lonely men without friends or it) who is running away from the delivery of his lines is perfect. 
family. They killed the men as a police. Jonathan and his sidekick TWs ftlm is an all out classic. 
Spider-Man in legal web over 
altered signs in upcoming flick 
NEW YORK (AP) - The 
owners of several T imes Square 
buildings have ftled a lawsuit 
against the makers of the upcoming 
"Spider-Man" movie for digitally 
altering a sign appearing in the 
motion picture. 
In a lawsuit ftled In Manhattan 
federal court, the owners of 2 
Times Square allege that Columbia 
Place a 
BIRTHDAY AD~ 
with a 
PH OTO & M ESSAGE 
in the 
D a iUJy Eas tta rn 
N ews / 
Pictures digitally replaced a 
Samsung advertisement on the side 
of the building with one for USA 
Today. The sign appears three times 
In the ftlm, according to court 
papers. 
Samsung is a competitor of 
Sony, which owns Columbia 
Pictures. 
The Samsung advertise-
ment also was changed In some 
television commercials promoting 
the movie with an ad for a wireless 
telephone company. 
A spokesman for Columbia 
P ictures in Los Angeles declined to 
comment. 
T he movie, starring Tobey 
Maguire as the Marvel Comics 
superhero, is scheduled to be 
released May 3. 
FRESH & DELICIOUS 
FLAT-BREAD WRAPS 
Try One Today 
~-~-~~--~~-- -~FRIDAY STIX 
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Big Trouble fails to 
deliver big laughs 
by Ryan Rinchiuso 
staff writer 
"Big Trouble," directed by Barry 
Sonnefeld, is a movie adapted from 
a very funny Dave Barry book. The 
movie stars many funny and talent-
ed actors. These three Ingredients 
would usually be all that is needed 
to make a good ftlm, but something 
crucial was missing in "Big 
Trouble." Instead of being a very 
funny ftlm, everything is just 
mediocre. 
Like Carl Hiaasen and Eimore 
Leonard adaptations, "Big Trouble" 
is all about zany people in Florida 
getting Into crazy predicaments. 
This time, an ad executive, a house-
wife and her slimy husband, two 
Wtmen, a com-chlp-loving home-
less man and many more miscre-
ants are thrown together In a story 
about, well, it would take too long 
to explain the whole plot, so lets 
just say paths are crossed and 
hljlnks ensue. 
Sonnenfeld ("Men In Black") has 
made thls type of movie before with 
"Get Shorty," an adaptation of an 
Elmore Leonard book, which 
became the surprise hit of the fall of 
1995. In "Get Shorty," it was the 
coolness that john Travolta gave off 
and the newness of that type of 
ensemble crime caper that made 
the ftlm so memorable. 
More recently, "Striptease," "Out 
of Sight" and "Jackie Brown" have 
all used the same type of tough 
talking, one-liner spurting charac-
ters getting Involved In crazy plots 
that was so fresh In "Get Shorty." 
"Big Trouble· becomes the movie 
that has made this formula seem 
old and predictable. Sonnenfeld 
directs this movie exactly like he 
directed "Get Shorty" and even has 
the same leading lady, Rene Russo. 
TWs all culminates In making 
"Big Trouble" very stale and formu-
laic. There was not one surprise to 
be had In "Big Trouble," not even 
one quotable or memorable joke. 
The fme actors In the ftlm don't 
even seem to be trying that hard, 
and most of the performances are 
flat. Tim Allen plays the same ordi-
nary Joe that he has been playing 
for years; Rene Russo plays the 
same type of tough-talking woman 
"Bid Trouble" 
** (Out of four stars) 
that she has been playing for years; 
Dennis Farina plays the same bit-
ter, tough guy that he has been 
playing for years (see a pattern yet?) 
and Stanley Tucci ends up playing 
the armoying, slimy guy that, you 
guessed it, he has played for years. 
The comedic talent of Jason Lee 
is wasted in a role that requires 
nothing but a character that can 
look unkept and crunch loudly on 
chips. T he talent which Lee 
showed In films such as "Chasing 
Amy" and "Mallrats" is gone wide-
ly unused one a one-dimensional 
character. 
The only actor that shlned in his 
role is Andy Richter, who, In his 
two minutes of screen time, gave 
the movie a pulse. 
Now was "Big Trouble" a bad 
movie? No, not really. It has 
moments that will make you smile, 
and it is short enough that it does 
not overstay its welcome. This 
alone however is not necessarily 
enough to save the movie however. 
The main problem with "Big 
Trouble" is that the movie is so thin 
that it leaves your memory the sec-
ond you leave the theater. Anyone 
trying to remember a scene to tell 
their friends about will fmd it diffi-
cult to do so because not one thing 
In the movie is memorable enough. 
In a comedy that should have been 
a stand out, nothing seems to live 
up to the expectations. 
TWs is not a movie to see at the 
theater, even if it is a matinee or at 
a bargain theater. "Big Trouble" is 
the movie made for Saturday after-
noons when there is nothlng better 
to do. It's the kind of ftlm you 
would see on cable and watch for 
two hours without remorse. At that 
time, "Big Trouble" would be worth 
your time because you don't have to 
pay for it and you have nothing bet-
ter to do. 
But any other time,especially in 
theaters, "Big Trouble" is just a big 
disappointment and fails to truly 
live up to its immense potential . 
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Help wanted 
LEISURE POOLS taking summer 
applications for summer employ-
ment 235-5585 Donna. 
=.,..,..,.-,..,--.,--,.-::-:,...----,--4/12 
BRIAN'S PLACE needs part-time 
bartenders & waitress. Apply in 
person. 21st & Broadway. 
Mattoon. 2344 151 
,....----,--,--,--,--------4/15 
Local janitorial/house keeping 
service. Currently has summer 
positions open. Morning hours 
available. Call Peggy or Kira-345-
6757 
4/16 
""G-=R-=E,.,.AT=-s"'u"""M,_,.M,...,..,E=-R- W,..,..,.,O-=R,.,.,-K! $7-
12+/hr. Home City Ice Route 
Delivery & Packaging Positions. 
Available in Peoria, Decatur, 
Springfield, Bloomington, Morris, 
& Kankakee. Make money and 
have fun! Call 1-800-642-8994 
,...,-----,-.,...,.-------,-...,.-4117 
Now hiring summer staff for Girl 
Scout Resident Camp! Unit 
Leaders, Counselors, Lifeguard 
openings. Camp is located near 
Ottawa, IL. Season runs June 16 -
Aug 3. Minorities encouraged to 
apply. For application write or call: 
GSTC, 1533 Spencer Road, 
Joliet, IL 60433 or 815-723-3449 
=-=--------,---,-4/19 
Delivery person and cook part 
time. Apply in person after 4 pm, 
Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln, 
Charleston. 
.,..----::--,...----::-:----:--4/19 
Summer Delivery Driver Needed. 
Stay in great physical shape. 
Great summer income. Overtime 
available on a weekly basis. 
Incentive bonuses. Must have or 
be able to attain CDL's. Good dri-
ving record a must. Neat appear-
ance & good customer service 
skills are required. Stoutin 
Premium Ice Casey, IL 217-932-
4614 
-,-----,----,------,----,-4/23 
Area swim team looking for head 
coach. Summer program to start 
early May. Call 1-800-541-1638 
for more information. 
,.--,---,-----,-...,....,---,-.,--4123 
Daytime sitter needed for infant & 4 
year old. Beginning July thru the 
school year. Must have local refer-
ences. Early Childhood Major pre-
ferred. 345-8457 for details. 
..,...,..,:-:---,-----,---,---4/29 
$250 a day potential bar tending. 
Training provided 1-800-293-3985 
ext. 539 
-=-=-----=-=-=-,..,=--=--~=4/29 
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS is 
now hiring Painters & Job Site 
Managers for the summer. NO 
experience necessary. EARN $8-
10/HR Call 1-888-277-9787 
www.collegepro.com 
Help wanted 
Get a jump start on your summer 
job! Call WESTAFF In partnership 
with RUFFALO CODY. Currently 
hiring part time telemarketers. 
Work up to 40hrs/wk over sum-
men Flexible scheduling between 
4-1 1pm Sun-Thu. WESTAFF Staff 
for business. Jobs for people. 
217-345-1303. eoe m/f/hlv 
-,----,------=-------=~00 
Lincolnwood Pine Tree 
Apartments hiring apartment 
cleaning staff. Full time May, 
June, July. Great jobs for stu-
dents needing money & a good 
summer job! Call 345-6000. 
00 
For rent 
Great, ooe of a kind 2 BR apt Roomy, 
horneike, great closet space, wash-
er/dryer. $450. 3454489, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood, Reator. 
-=-=-=---------,---.,...-4/12 
5 BR House, washer/dryer, Call 
345-7993 or 348-1232. 
-:----,-.,---,---,---.,----,-4/12 
Furnished 4 bedroom house. 
Close to campus with W/D. 
$200/person 10 month or 12 
month lease. No pets. 345-9670. 
.,--,-,.,..,--------,-.,---4112 
3 BR House 11 month lease, WID, 
A/C, heat, close to EIU 1st time 
rental $360/month & utilities. Call 
Brian 345-1402 
-,-----------:~4/12 
On campus apts., 1812 9th, 
behind EIU police. 3 & 4 bdrrn. 
Extra nice and furnished, new 
washers & dryers, parking lot, 
trash paid. Available Aug. 2002. 
12 mo. lease. Call for appoint 
Leave message. 348-0673. 
-..,..-.,-:=---,---..,----,--=--..,..~4/12 
1 & 2 Bectoan~ for Fal2002-2003. 
Trash Furnished No pels. 3454602. 
.,.---,,.....-,--,...,---.,...-,,--4112 
2 Bedroom House, 1613 11th st 
Available now or Fall, $420/month 
plus deposit. No pets. 345-4602. 
.,.--,::--,-----,----,--.,..-,--4112 
2 Bedroom Apt for 2-3 people. 
Includes heat, water, trash. 
$500/month. 897-6266. 
.,--,--,----,--------~4/12 
2 Beaoom 1..11it now available for Fall 
2002. Good Location just North ct 
Morton Park. $450/month; tenant 
pays all utiities. 897 -B266. 
.,.--,::----...,--------,-...,.-4112 
3 Bedroom house available for 
Fall 2002; tenants pay all utilities. 
81 1 11th street. 897-6266. 
,..,.-.,,------,--.,---,--,---4112 
4 Bedroom house for 3-4 people. 
Recently remodeled. Tenants pay 
all utilities. For Fall 2002. 954 4th 
street. 897-6266. 
.,..------,-,-------4/29 -,------,------:-,---4/12 
Stop asking your parents for House for rent. 5-6 people. 1 
money! Get a job with WESTAFF block from campus. 3 full baths. 3 
in partnership with MCLEOD kitchens. "The Loft." Call 348-
USA. Currently hiring team play- 6477. 
ers & sales-oriented individuals. .,-,-:-=----,,.,.-,,..,..,.-,--,...--==-=-4/12 
Must be available 5-9pm Mon-Fri . NICE, CLEAN 3 BEDROOM 
$9/hr plus incentives. WESTAFF APARTMENT HALF BLOCK 
Staff for business. Jobs for peo- FROM CAMPUS. FURNISHED 
pie .. 217-345-1303. eoe m/f/h/v OR NOT-$215 EACH. 345-6967 
ii~ii~~~~~~~oo~~~~~~ii~~jil4/15 
LINCOLNWOOD PINETRE E APTS . 
TERRIFIC APARTMENTS 
345-6000 
2219 S . 9th S t. Apt. 17 & 2020 lOth S t . 
G ood sele c tion of apartm ents s till avallable! 
Timels running ~out ... Find housing now1 
Flnai ,Exams start April29 
Rentals for 1-5 persoms - Call now: 3454489 
1; ~ , .At. ~TI'P'Iil~ 
1~ ( , k.(-,~ l-:"' 
L h•r~ilu'"· •llinr .. ;. 1. 1 <.1~ 11 
• ..! • "1 \ I 3 • l'll 1 t1' I 
1 A ~; ~;:z • y._ .s....a ·-*'.a " .: 
For rent 
NICE 4 BEDROOM APARTMENT 
HALF BLOCK FROM CAMPUS. 
NEW CARPET, NEW BATHROOM, 
KITCHEN, READY WHEN YOU 
MOVE IN. FURNISHED OR NOT 
$235 EACH. 345-B967 
~,.,....,.....,.--,-:-::-,.,.,.,--::-::-~,.,,...4/15 
VERY NICE, LARGE ROOMS, 7 
BEDROOM HOUSE NEAR REG 
CENTER FULL 2 BATHROOMS, 
WASHER, DRYER, DISHWASHER, 
AIR PLENlY PARKING. $245 
EACH. 345-6967 
~,..,...,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,~,..,....,,....,...,.,.,.,..,=-4/15 
VERY UNIQUE 1,2&3 BR Apts. 
Cathedral ceilings, loft BR's, 
Private Sundeck, A/C, Off street 
Parking, trash and water included. 
MUST SEE!!! Call 348-0819, 
Leave message. 
-::----::----,----,----,-,...-4/15 
For Rent three Apts. Close to 
Campus Rent $265 to $325 For 
information call 345-2086. 
..,.--.,--,---=--..,-:-----.,.4/15 
A Great Apt Tum-of-Century chlJ"ch, 
Renovated to duplex in 1998. 4 BR in 
each. 16' ornate stamped tin ceilings 
in LR and BR, balcony, llardv.Qod 
floors, new kitchen, bath AC, heat 
Trash and water paid, $285 per 
room. 348-7702. 
.,.--,----,----,--,-.,..,-,:,.,--4/15 
3 bdrrn house for 3 $250 each. 10 
month lease. Washer, dryer, and 
dishwasher. 549-7242. 
.,....-,---,---.,---.,-----,--4115 
2 bedroom, 1 bath, air condi-
tioned, furnished apt. , recently 
remodeled, parking, trash paid, no 
pets, 11 mo. lease, close to cam-
pus. $235/month 348-8994. 
.,....-,----,---,---...,--,---,.4116 
6 bedroom, 2 bath, furnished 
house, recently remodeled, park-
ing, trash paid, no pets. 11 mo. 
lease. close to campus. 
$255/month. 348-8994. 
.,----:,-------,---,---,-,--:=-,4/16 
2 Fall rentals homes 4/5 BR, 5 
BR, with 2 baths. WID, AIC, trash 
paid. Within 2 blocks campus 345-
3253 
.,--.,-...,...----:::-----4/17 
2 Bedroom Townhouse. Year 
lease and deposit. No pets. 
$420/mo. 254-5148. 
.,--,----...,------,--4/17 
2 Bedroom townhouse. 3 tenants-
$155/mo each. 1 year lease and 
deposit. No pets- 9 months nego-
tiable. 2554-5148. 
,...,---,--..,----::---,..,..,.,=--4/17 
House for 4 or 5 girls. WID central 
AIC, 2 baths. Trash Paid. 
Furnished if requested. Close to 
campus 345-3253 
_________ 4/17 
For rent 
2 bdrrn 2 bath, Washer/ dryer fur-
nished apt dose to campus. 345-9267 
.,--.,---.,---------4/18 
2 nice homes near campus. 1 for 4 
and 1 for 5. $250 each. 345-7530 
-,--,....----,---..,--::-=---:----:4/19 
Only 1 deluxe 3 BR furnished 
1266 sq. ft. apt. left at new loca-
tion on 4th street. Saunas, hot 
tubs, workout equipment. Only 
$300/month. Call today 345-5022 
4/19 
.,..2/...,.3-=B=-=E=-=D=-=R-:O-:O,..,-M.,..-,-A=PT=-. ...,.M-,-U--,S=T SEE 
GOOD DEAL. 2/3 PERSONS 
$170/MONTH. 348-5032. 
4/19 
""o.,...N-=E-=B=-=E=-=D=-=R-:0-:0,..,-M.,...A.,...P=-=T=-. -L-::-0 ...,.-,CATED 
AT 501 1/2 TAYLOR. 3 BLOCKS 
FROM CAMPUS. FURNISHED 
W ITH AIC, GAS, HEAT, SHARE 
UTILITIES WITH ATIACHED 
HOUSE. CALL 345-7522 AFTER 
5 30 CALL 345-9462. 
=-----,------,---4/19 
Two students need two more to 
share nice house dose to campus. 
$175/month and shared utilities. 
348-3968 
.,----,----,--,.,.,.,----,---4/19 
2 bedroom furnished apt 1056 
2nd street Central Air, DSL 
Internet, Laundry available Aug. 
2002$650 per month 345-6210. 
.,----,------,--,-,....,..-,.....,-,----4/20 
2 bdrrn, $400.00 Mo. water/trash 
included. 1408 14th St. 348-7698 
lv. message 10/12 mo leases 
=...,-------,----,,---,-4124 
Efficiency Apartment Available Aug 15 
$340/month includes all utilities. Close 
to campus, off street parking, carpet-
ed, ai" COfl(jtjoned 1 yr lease. No 
pets. No smoking. 345-3232, Days. 
4/26 
Newly Remodled 
2 Bedroom Apts. 
Furnished, Air, 
Laundry 
$235-$245/Student 
913-917 4th St. 
Call 2 34-0405 or 
317-3085 for more 
information 
For rent 
1 1/2 BLKS NORTH OF OLD 
MAIN ON 6TH STREET. 1 BR 
APTS, LOW UTILIT IES, 
INCLUDES LAUNDRY FACILITY 
AND GARBAGE SERVICES. 
AVAILABLE AUGUST 15, 2002. 
CALL 348-8249 
4/29 
...,.W __ H...,.A-=T...,.A-=R-=E...,.Y-:0,.,-U.,.,W-,-A=IT"'"IN.,.,G:-::FOR? 
2BR, 1/2 block to EIU, low util, 
cable paid, free parking, 
$230/person 3454 489, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. 
-=-=----..,.----,-----,:-:-::-.,..--4/29 
1 BR apts for 1 from $250/month. 
Lists at 1512 A Street. 345-4489, 
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, 
Realtor. 
-=-=--------=----.,...~4/29 
2BR apts near Buzzard. $460/12 
months, water incl. Low utilities, 
A/C, coin laundry, ample parking. 
345-4489, Wood Rentals, Jim 
Wood, Realtor. 
_________________ 4/29 
For rent 
1 person looking for a roomy apt? Try 
this 2BR priced for ooe @ $35G'mo. 
Cable lV and water ind. 345-4489, 
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Reator. 
-::-::-::---,----:=-:--..,.--...,----,4/29 
BARGAIN APTS. for 1, 2 or 3 res-
idents. Private bedrooms, starting 
at $133.34/person. Semester pay-
ment discounts. 345-4489, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. 
4/29 
=BRJTI===-AN...,...,..Y"'Rl""DG"""E"'c=-O,.,.WN.,..,...H...,.OU,..SES-
SOME NEW CARPET & VINYL. 
Great fbor plan, 3&4 BR, deck, cemal 
ale, washer/dryer, dishwasher, 2 1/2 
baths. From $188-$251/person. 345-
4489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, 
Realtor. 
-::---,------,.,---,---,----4/29 
Faculty, staff, grad student Apts 
for 1 person, close to EIU. 
Available starting May thru Aug. 
$325-350. 345-4489, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. 
_________ 4/29 
Campus Clips 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE. Sunday Morning 
Worship at 10:30 am in Buzzard Auditoiium. Prayet· at 
9:30, Donuts at l Oam 
WELLER HALL COUNCIL. Weller Sidewalk Party 
Sat. llam-5pm in Library Quad. Come & join us at the 
Wellet· Sidewalk Par ty. Hear cool bands like M agnum 
Force, Hit Gone Bad, and Ryan N. Groff! 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE. Chlistian Unity Picnic 
Sat at 12:30pm at Mot·ton Park. Come fellowship with 
Chtistians from othet· minoiities. Questions call 3338. 
Keep the Joy!!! 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL 
STUDIES. University Admission to Teacher Education 
Meeting. Sat. 4/13 at 1- 1:50 pm in 1501 Buzzard Hall. 
Students must formally apply for Univer sity Admission 
to Teachet· Education. This is done by attending a meet-
ing. Students who have not previously applied must 
attend. 
TEXTBOOK RENTAL SERVICE. Spling Sidewalk Sale 
April15 through Apt·il 19 9am - 4pm at Textbook Rental 
Senrice. Many titles to choose from. Ptices will vary. 
Sidewalk sale will be held rain ot· shine. 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any 
non-prof~. campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and 
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News 
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an 
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON 
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.) 
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be 
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL 
NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for available space. 
Crossword Jdited by w in shortz No. 0301 
A CROSS 25 Animal's natural 
1 Cook (up) habitat 
7 Mt. Rain ie r 's 26 Sharp-c lawed 
group critter 
15 Off course 27 Affa irs 
16 Opening number 28 Sawbuck 
17 Mock 29 Liking 
18 Behave like jack - 34 Makes contacts 
a ls 3 5 Fat 
19 Guid ing stars, to 3 6 Game room? 
use a metaphor 37 Quick 
20 "Must be some- 38 Last place? 
thing _ • 44 Cheese variety 
21 Part of an early 45 Skinny comic president's s ig -
nature 46 Night "Dallas" 
22 Play assisters was on: A bbr. 
24 Assault and bat- 47 Leaves 
ter 48 C lothes line? 
ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE 
49 Clicker 
51 Pie 
52 "Way to go!" 
53 Sowing machine 
54 "Don't worry 
about a th ing" 
55 Rant 
DOWN 
1 Salad s lice 
2 Did, once 
3 Fishing spot 
4 Some Red 
Cross work 
5 Punch deliverer? 
6 Compact materi-
al 
7 Doorframes 
8Game room 
9 Ha s capacity for 
10 Natu ra l hideout 
11 Leading c lub? 
12 Lady-killers 
13 M asters of poet-
ry 
14 Be woozy in the 
ring ~~~--------~ 23Soon ~~-!+1'*'1-:-I~+H..:;:..t~ 24 _ soit qui mal 
y pense (o ld 
motto) 
29 Genera l t rans-
port? 
30 Matter o f union 
bargaining 
31 Hoi pollo i 
scorners 
32 _ Peterson, 
Judy Holl iday's 
role in "Bells Are 
Ringing" 
33 W ing-t ip t ip 
34 Rhone's 
36 Horrible 
38 They come in 
droves 
39 Japanese-
American 
40 Elephant or wal-
rus 
41 Food brand 
named after two 
states 
42 Didn't just criti-
cize 
43 Author Leonard 
45 T he merry 
w idow in MGM's 
"The Merry 
Widow" 
47 Plum variety, for 
short 
50 Do lacework 
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Classifiedadv~Djj.s.lJg __ _ 
For rent 
2BR money saver @ $190/per-
son. Cable & water incl. Don't 
miss it. 345-4489, Wood Rentals, 
Jim Wood, Realtor. 
-:-----:----::---:--::-::=--=:-:-:---:-4/29 
Apt. for Rent 2 BR. C/A. 1 BLK 
from campus. Call 345-9636. 
-:---::--:c-:---:---=-::--..,.....-:----:-4/29 
Available for Fall, 4 bedroom. 
home, $700 a month, 348-8131 
Joe or Chris. 
-::-=::-:-...,------..,..-::-4/29 
2BR Apts on square, partially fur-
nished. Discount rents with 
extended leases includes water. 
Call 345-4336. 
-::-:--=-:-----:------:-.,......-:4/29 
34 Bectoom toose, semi-furnished, 
AIC, 2 bathrooms, trash paid, no pets. 
$2451person/111Cl!fu 345-0922 
-::-:----:-----,-=-----:-c,....-:--:-:-:-4/30 
2 bedroom apt Furnished. WcJ.~ & 
trash nduded. 4 blocks from EIU. 
Pets v.ecome. $400/rno. 317-{)743 
4/30 
72~B~E=D=R7070~M~H~O~U~s=E~A=J~2~01 5JH 
ST CARPETED MODERN BATH 
& LARGE KITCHEN. INSULATED 
WINDOWS, A/C WITH CEILING 
FANS. UNFURNISHED. LEASE 
AND DEPOSIT REQUIRED. 
CALL 345-7522, AFTER 5:30 
CALL 345-9462. 
==-=-::-=::-:--:-:-:-::--:-==o-=4/30 
STORAGE, MANY SIZES. $35-75 
A MONTH. CALL 345-7286. 
-:-:::-::--:----=--=-=-=-:4/30 
4 BR house @ 1218 Division. 
Across the street from Morton 
Parle $220/mo. Day: 235-3373, 
Evening: 348-5427 
~~~~~~~~~:00 
3 BDRM DUPLEX, AVAILABLE 
AUGUST 2 BLOCKS FROM 
CAMPUS, WASHER AND 
DRYER INCLUDED. IF YOU 
WANT NEW, NICE AND CLEAN 
LIVING CALL 348-1067. 
00 72~B=D~R~M:--H~O~U~S~E~7A7C~RO~SS 
FROM BUZZARD. AVAILABLE 
AUGUST GREAT PRICE AND 
LOCATION. 1921 9TH ST CALL 
348-1067. 
~~~~~-=--=~~~00 
4 BDRM, 2 BATH, BRAND NEW 
LARGE APTS. AVAILABLE 
AUGUST DSL INTERNET 
READY. WASHER AND DRYER 
INCLUDED. 348-1067. 
~---=-~~~---:----=-=~·00 ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR fur-
nished apt. Water, trash, laundry 
room, all included for $260/mo. on 
the comer, 111 2nd st. Right next 
to park. Day : 235-3373, Evening: 
348-5427 
=----=-~~----~~~·00 
The ultimate large new 3 bedroom 
apartment. 1/2 block from Old 
Main. $300 each per month. 
Must see! 820 Lincoln Ph. 348-
7746 
~=----:----:-:------~~·00 2 BR apt. New remodeled, fur-
nished, air, laundry, close to cam-
pus, fast internet DSL available. 
$235-$245/student. No pets. Call 
235-0405 or 317-3085. 
:--:,-,..,-------.,-----~~~·00 
Mini-storage for rent. As low as 
$30/mo and up. Call 348-7746 
For rent 
DISCOUNTS NOW AVAILABLE!! 
2 BR Furnished Apt. New floor 
coverings. 1409 1Oth 345-5048 
~~-----:-~--~--~00 Sleep in and walk to Buzzard from 
2020 1Oth st. Only 3 2BR Apts 
left. Lincoln wood Pinetree 
Apartments. 345-6000. 
~~~~~~----~00 
Unfurnished, 1 BR house at 1510 
1/2 2nd St. for 1 or 2 people. No 
pets. Available August 2002. 345-
3148 
~~~~~~~== __ 00 
BACK ON THE MARKET, extra 
nice 6 bedroom, 2 bath, house for 
girls. WID full, usable, basement, 
hardwood floors, newly remod-
eled. No pets. $275 each. 1528 
1st St. 345-7286 
~--~----77~~~00 
Nice, newly remodeled 3 bedroom 
apartments. Rent as low as 
$250/person. Furnished. Super 
low utilities. 345-5022 
-=--=~~~--..,...-,~~--00 
A 3 BR Duplex Apt. WID, water 
and trash included. $225 each, 3 
people. Available June 1st. Not 
close to campus. 232-0656. 
:-----:----:-~~~~~~00 
Leasing for Fall 2002. Several 1 
bedroom apts, efficiency apts and 
a 3 bedroom house all within 
walking distance to Eastern. Call 
348-0006 
~=----:----:----:-:---:--:--~00 1 BR apt. furnished/unfurnished. 
4 location. 1041 7th St., 9361 4th 
St. , 4061/2 6th St., 1542 4th 
Street. $350-$500/mo. No pets 
345-7286 
..,----..,--------~-=~00 
Away from campus, 2 BR fur-
nished/unfurnished. Very nice, 
spacious, 106 W Jackson, 124 
5th, 210 6th, no pets, 345-7286. 
~=-=--:--77~---:----,....,.--~00 
2 BR furnished/unfurnished apt. 
Great location, laundry, all elec-
tric, ale, off street parking. 1041 
7th St., no pets, 345-7286. 
~=----:----:--:---:-----,.-----:-00 
2 BR unfurnished apt, very nice, 
all electric, ale, off street parking, 
1530 1st. No pets 345-7286. 
~=-=-~~---:---.,..--~--00 
3 BR furnished apts, ale, very 
nice, 1051 7th St & 406 1/2 6th St. 
Parking, no pets, 345-7286. 
00 
7S:-:U:-:M""M:=E:=R-&=-=F~A:-:L-=R=EN:-:T::-A~L--=s-: 2 
BR townhouse apartment. 
Furnished. Trash pick-up includ-
ed. 2 blocks from campus. Call 
348-0350 
00 
=s=E I=T~S~IN~G=E=R~-A~P:-:A~R=T:-:M~E~NTS 
1611 9TH ST 1 BLOCK EAST OF 
OLD MAIN. NOW LEASING 
SUMMER 2002 and FALL 2002-
2003. APARTMENTS COM-
PLETELY FURNISHED-HEAT 
AND GARBAGE ALSO FUR-
NISHED. 3 MONTHS AND 9 
MONTHS. CALL 345-7136. 
.,..----~=--=----..,------00 
Large 3 Bedroom house near 
Morton Park. Screened Front 
Porch. Private Backyard. 
Available May 15 No Pets. 345-
6370. Leave Message. 
;==============:::·00:...._=======:;-00 
After reading 
{f3il 
astern 
ews 
lease 
Recycle. 1 lt. 
For rent 
AVAILABLE JANUARY 2002: 
LARGE 2 & 3 BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS LOCATED NEXT 
TO THE BUZZARD BUILDING. 
RECENTLY RECARPETED. FOR 
LEASING INFORMATION CALL 
348-0157 OR 581 -3681 or 
www.lanmanproperties.com. 
:----:-:=:-:-:---,---:--,-----:-:--:-:-::--:-=-:00 
Lease NOW to July -AVAILABLE 
FALL 2 Bedroom Unfurnished 
Apartment. Stove, Refrig, A/C. 
Trash paid. Two Adults $230 
each per month. 1305 18th 
Street. Call 348-7746. 
-::-:::-:-:-::~=--=~----=--=---,--'00 
AVAILABLE FALL - 2 Bedroom 
Furnished & Unfurrlshed Apts. St011e, 
Refrig, A/C, Trash paid. Two Adults 
$230 each Unfurrlshedl $250 each 
Furnished. 2001 S 12th Street Ph. 
348-7746 
=--=----:-=-=---~:--:-----:00 
For Rent 1 ,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus. 
Signing incentives. Call348-1479 
=-:-::=c-=--:=-=~=---=--=-=00 BELL RED DOORAPTS. 1 ,2, & 3 
BEDROOM, OFF STREET 
PARKING. NUMBER OF STU-
DENTS NEGOTIABLE, CITY 
INSPECTED AND APPROVED. 
OFFICE 345-1266 OR 346-3161. 
00 
7A-va~ii~11,..,/~0~1 -~Ju_n_e~072.-. ~.~N~e-wly 
remolded, 4 Bedroom house, 
Central Air, Off-street parking. 
Walking distance to EIU. 276-
5537 
~--=-------:--:----::----'00 
1 bedroom apt, 1 or 2 persons, 
1542 4th st. excellent. condition, 
all electricity, da quiet, reserve 
parking. No pets 345-7286 
~:-----=---:::--:~---:-----='00 2- Large 2 Bedroom Apts, fur-
nished or unfurnished 904 7th St. 
No pets. Call 345-7286. 
=---.,...--:---,----,--,-----,--'00 
Four students needed to lease 
large townhouse for Fall 2002. 
Central air, dishwasher, disposal, 
washer & dryer. Trash paid. 
Available August 15th. No pets. 
345-6370. No Pets. 
~~~~--~-,---,--,--,'00 
1 ,2,3&4 Bedroom Apts. Available 
2002-2003 fall -Spring school 
year. Leases begin Aug 15, 2002. 
10 &11 month leases available. 
Security deposit required. No pets 
3&4 Bedroom units. Choice loca-
tion, close to campus. 348-8305 
:-::-~::-=-:--:-=:-:~=:-.,....-::--=-='00 
LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCA-
TION! House for 4. Available Fall 
2002. Across from Old Main. 348-
8406. 
_________________ .oo 
ooor£SBURY 
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM 
For rent 
2 bdnn furnished a!X on the square 
avai Aug 1st carpeted, central ai', 
dshwasher secuity deposit $450/per 
month. 345-4010. 
=--------:---~--~~00 Sum~ and next yea~:, 1 &2 BR 
apartments. Furnished, very large. 
Ideal for couples $350-450 per apart-
ment 743 6th st Cal 581-7729(days) 
or 345-{)127( everings) 
~~~----~~---=---'00 
2 BR House available August. 
Carport, WID hook-up. No pets. 
$500 per month. 345-7286. 
00 -,4--=B-=R:--""'H~o-u_s_e-~N~e-a-r-~E·IU 
Dishwasher, WID, CIA Trash lncl 
$275 each. 
Call Poteete 345-5088 
~~-=-~----:=~~~·00 
4 BR Apt Near EIU. Off-Street 
Parking, Nearby Laundry, A/C, 
Trash Incl. $250 each. 
Call Poteete 345-5088 
~---=-------~--~~·00 
Lincoln wood Pinetree 
Apartments has 2 and 3 BR to fit 
your budget. 2 BR are $250-285. 
3 BR are $220-235. lndividua111 
month lease. 345-6000. 
00 =R-=o--=o-=-M=-=s---=F=-=o=R~M""E=:N-,--~IN~M· Y 
HOUSE. $145/mo. summer; 
$195/mo. fall/spring. Most util. 
incl. Kitchen privileges. 1403 7th. 
Diane, 345-7266 after 5 pm 
:-:-~~~~-=----~~·00 
Unfurnished 2 bdnn apt at 1512 
2nd St. $275/per person per 
month, no pets. 345-3148 
__________________ .oo 
For sale 
'90 Red Thunderbird SC, 
Excellent Condition, Call for 
Details. 581-2601 Lowered Price 
$4000 
~---,----,-~-----=c::---4/12 
Giant and Haro Bikes, Kiwi 
Kayaks and Acces. at "OAK-
LEY'S" in Mattoon. 234-7637 
open Tues.-Sat. 
4/30 
Roommates 
Female roommate needed for 
2002-2003 school year. Great 
townhouse, private parking, 2 
blocks from campus. 581-5093, 
Ask for Emilee. 
=----:-----:-----:-~--::4/12 
Female roomie needed for 2002-
2003 2 BDRM Apt. Very close! 
Call Melissa ASAP 581-5093 
________________ 4/16 
Roommate 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
TO SIGN LEASE A.S.A.P. FOR 
FALL 2002. UNIVERSITY 
COURT APARTMENT,VERY 
CLEAN AND FULLY FUR-
RNISHED. CALL AMY @ 581-
8062. 
4/12 =R-=o--=o-=-M::-:-M""A:::J:=E:-:-:N~E=ED=-E=D==---cf,---or. Fall 
2002 school year. 4 BR house, 
very close! $225/month. Includes 
water, trash, and laundry room. 
1071 9th St. Give me a call at 
345-7100. Ask for Lena. 
4/18 
Sublessors 
Sublessor needed for summer, 
inexpensive, huge apartment 
practically on campus. Call 345-
8817 
-=:-.,---::---.,------------..,-4/12 
Studio apt. summer. great loca-
tion. rent negotiable, air cond., 
utilities included. Call 3438-
1251 
-=-:-:------:-:---:--::----:-·4112 
Sublessors Needed! spacious 2 
br on 7th street. Available June 1-
mid August. Rent Negotiable. 
345-0865 
.,.-----,-.,.--.,-----,--::----·4112 
Large 1 bed apt. for summer. 
Fully furnished and great loca-
tion. Rent negotiable call 345-
0799. 
_________________ .4/19 
NEEDED: SUBLESSORS FOR 
SPRING 2002(2 LARGE 2 
BEDROOM APTS) LOCATED 
ON 9TH ST MID-CAMPUS. 
FULLY FURNISHED, INDI-
RECT WALL LIGHTING, 
CERAMIC TILED LIVING 
ROOMS AND KITCHENS AND 
SKY LIGHTS. FOR ADDITION-
AL LEASING INFORMATION, 
CALL 348-0157 OR 581-3681 
or www. lanmanproperties.com. 
__________________ o.o 
Personals 
Alpha Sigma Alpha Airband - You 
did a beautiful job on Saturday 
night. We know that if you would 
have gotten a chance to finish, 
you would have been even more 
amazing! We love you, Your 
Sisters 
~-=-=----=----------·4112 
Tri-Sigma Tuggers you guys did a 
great job. You Sigma Sisters are 
so proud of all of you. 
_________________ .4/12 
Personals 
Congratulations to Jen Smith, 
Megan Degenhart, Jamie Lynn 
Kassner, Kate Bachhuber, Katie 
Barnes, Lynn Stahlhut, Lori Coyle 
and Lisa Sherrick of KAPPA 
DELTA on being invited into 
Mortar Board and to Lynn, Lori, 
and Lisa for being elected to the 
executive board. 
-:-::-::-c--=-=-::,..,.----.,...,.-,.,----4/12 
KAPPA DELTA would like to con-
gratulate Lara Renner and Tecia 
Garber on being accepted into 
Gamma Sigme Alpha. 
=--..,.--,-----,-,--,--....,.-,------,4/12 
To all of my Alpha Sigma Alpha 
sisters - You guys did an awe-
some job at Greek Sing. I am so 
proud of you!! Alpha Love, 
Kristen 
=-----....,..,----,-,...,-----4/12 
The men of Delta Chi want to wish 
good luck to all those participating 
in Greek Week! 
=--,-,-----...,..-----,.......,.-4/12 
Tri-Sigmas- Congratulations on 
placing 1st in Greek Sing. Your 
hard work really paid off. 
=--,.,..-----------,--,---4/12 
Tri-Sigmas you are doing a great 
job with Greek Week. Keep up 
the good work! 
4/15 
Announcements 
Reward for Rooster and Hen 
taken from our porch. It was a gift 
from our daughter. 345-6436 
..,.--,,--,-=--::-::-=.,...--,...,-----4/15 
A-PHI TUGGERS: You are doing 
an awesome job. Keep up the 
hard work! Good luck on the final 
tug. 
=----------,-,--,---,--.,.--,4112 
The place to be, Alpha Phi. Come 
meet thee women of Alpha Phi on 
Tuesday, April 16th at 7 pm at 
1013 Greek Court. For infonna-
tion or rides contact Kristen at 
581-6734. 
..,...,...,,..,-----,-...,-------,-----4/12 
$250 a night potential bartending. 
Training provided. 1-800-293-
3985 ext. 627 
-:-------------.,....-...,-4/29 
Can you spare any Graduation 
tickets? (9am ceremony) Please 
call Sarah 348-6049 if you have 
extra! 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
BY MIKE PETERS 
8b April 12, 2002 On the Verge of the Weekend 
The Party switches from N'Sync and 
Britney Spears to Nirvana and Everclear 
by By Daniel Perez 
staff writer 
On April 4, the East Central 
Illinois area welcomed a new 
radio station, the Buzz 92.1 to its 
listening range. The Buzz has 
become WMCI 92.1, and the 
Party has switched to WCBH 
104.3. 
The Buzz has its signal where 
the Party used to transmit from. 
The Party used to simulcast for a 
number of years and is now locat-
hearing the same kind of songs 
played over and over. 
"I like the new radio station, it's a 
new change from the other stations 
up here which all seem to be pop or 
country. Especially 'The Party. ' You 
just get sick of hearing the same ten 
songs multiple times in the span of 
an hour," Joshua Cummins, a fresh-
man double major in mathematics 
and computer science, said. 
ed on 92.1. This change in fre- L-----
quencies allows the Party to be photos courtesy of artistdirect.com 
Other EIU students agreed with 
Cummins about the Party's lack of 
variety. "I hate hearing the same 
songs repeated over and over. The 
new station offers a better of variety 
of songs," Michelle Berry, a senior 
family services major, said. "I like 
the new mix of songs instead of the 
over-played songs on there (the 
Party)," jared Bellot, junior com-
puter science major, said. 
transmitted to Terra Haute, Ind. Opposite ends of the sprectrum: A pop princess and a cultural icon switch seats in the lexicon of central Illinois 
and enables the station to have a radio. Kurt Cobain can now be heard screaming in place of the shrill whine of Britney on 92.1, The Buzz 
wider range in central and south-
eastern Illinois. T he Party will 
maintain its current pop/top 40 
music format. 
The Buzz has an adult contem-
porary music format, specializing in 
modem rock. The radio station 
plays artists such as Stone Temple 
Pilots, Metallica and Third Eye 
Blind, among other rock contem-
poraries. 
The change to the Buzz was 
received well by many EIU students 
who favor the new format. "I think 
the new station is better. It's always 
good to have change," Sean H unt, a 
junior accounting major, said. 
"Many of the students that used 
to listen to the Party prefer to listen 
to the artists promoted by the Buzz. 
"I like their mix of music. It's better 
than the other stations in 
Charleston," Matt Beal, a freshman 
computer science major, said. "I like 
the music they are trying to pro-
mote." 
Even with the modem rock 
edge, some Eastern students appre-
elate the modem rock the Buzz also 
offers. "92.1 the Buzz plays alright 
songs. Most of the songs I have 
heard are from the '80s. T hey 
should continue to play classic 
rock," Jeff Curia, a junior sociology 
major, said. 
Many of the students who 
welcomed the Buzz were tired of 
Some of the students didn't 
know that they had a new radio sta-
tion to listen to. "I didn't know there 
was a new one, I'll have to check it 
out," Bill Welter, a freshman busi-
ness major, said. 
Weller Hall Council to hold third annual block party Got a story idea or an 
opinion to share? by By: Bianca Sisson 
staff writer 
The Weller Hall Council has 
planned their third annual Weller 
Sidewalk Party. 
Formerly called the Triad Block 
Party, the sidewalk party will be 
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday in 
the Library quad. 
CONCERT 
"The sidewalk party is a time for 
fun ," Monica Strazzante, senior 
philosophy major and Weller H all 
Council Programming Chair said. 
"It is a time to hang out with your 
friends and listen to music." 
Buck Ministers, Ryan N . Groff, 
Fredrick, Villains, Downplay, 
Magnum Force and Hit Gone Bad 
are all scheduled to perform at the 
party. 
CALENDAR 
BOATDRUNKS 
9 p.m. , Friday 
Gunner Bucs 
(Mattoon, 21 and over) 
$3 
235-0123 
ANY WHITE BAND 
9 p.m. , Saturday 
Gunner Bucs 
(Mattoon, 21 and over) 
$4 
235-0123 
REVEREND ROBERT 
AND THE BLUES BAND 
9:30 p.m. , Saturday 
The Uptowner 
(Charleston, 21 and over) 
$2 
345-4622 
POST WAR FORDS 
10 p.m. , Saturday 
Stix 
(Charleston, 21 and over) 
$4 
345-7849 
WHITE KNUCKLE RIDE 
9:30 p.m., Friday 
The Uptowner 
(Charleston, 21 and over) 
$2 
345-4622 
REIGN 
9 p.m. , Friday 
JR's Bar and Grill 
(Mattoon) 
no cover 
258-9004 
Buck Ministers, Ryan N . 
Groff, Magnum Force, and H it 
Gone Bad are all from Eastern. 
Food will be provided by 
Stevenson Dining from 11 a.m. to 
1 p.m. Students who wish to take 
advantage of the dining services 
must present their Panther Card to 
swipe. 
Admission is free and the event 
is open to the public. 
Come write for the Verge 
Call Ben or Heather at 
2812 
Ashanti, next big thing in R&B 
by Tim Edwards 
staff writer 
A new R&B singer is picking up 
steam with each guest appearance, 
performance and release. H er name 
is Ashanti. 
Born as the eldest daughter to a 
dancer and singer couple, Ashanti 
has music in her blood. 
She's worked with some of the 
industry's best, including Ja Rule, J 
Lo, Big Pun and Fat Joe, but now 
it's time for the 21-year-old song-
bird to take center stage. Her self-
titled debut is in stores now. 
Ashanti is the first R&B vocalist 
to come from the Murder Inc. 
camp. T he transition for Ashanti to 
a label that prominently features 
rappers was not that difficult. She 
always had a love for hip-hop, and 
it shines through her music. 
Ashanti's lead single, "Foolish," 
has received favorable airplay on 
both radio and television. The suc-
cess of "Foolish" led to a much ear-
lier debut for the Ashanti LP. The 
single also features a beat that was 
used by the Notorious B.I.G , which 
actually was a sample from the 
1983 Debarge hit, "Stay with Me." 
Old school heads will know what 
Tim's 
Hip-Hop 
Rap up 
I'm talking about! 
The Ashanti LP is a tantalizing 
blend of edgy hip-hop groves and 
subtle R&B styling. She has a song 
titled "TK," which is based on one 
of Scarface's old songs. 
One thing that people might be 
surprised about this young singer is 
that she wrote all 12 songs for her 
album. Ashanti wanted to make 
sure people could truly understand 
her. The only way you can do that is 
by writing the lyrics yourself. 
Before Ashanti started perform-
ing, she wrote the J Lo hit "Aint it 
Funny" on the J,Lo remix LP. 
Ashanti claims that she wrote most 
of her songs on the spot at the stu-
dio; a situation would come in her 
head, and she would begin to write. 
Ashanti wanted to create some-
thing that reflected her life with her 
album. Speaking of life, lrv Gotti 
wants her to continue where Mary 
J. Blige left off with "My Life." He 
sees Mary as the hip-hop/R&B 
queen and Ashanti as the hip-
hop/R&B princess. He says that 
Ashanti has the qualities of a young 
Mary J Blige since they both have 
that strong connection to hip-hop. 
Ashanti has songs like "H appy," 
"Baby" and "Rescue," which detail 
the ups and downs of relationships. 
The Long Island native already has 
an established track with her col-
laboration with Ja Rule on the hit 
song, "Always on Time. " The 
Murder Inc. camp feels women, as 
well as men, can move to her. Only 
time will tell if Ashanti will hold up 
to the title of hip-hop/ R&B 
princess. 
